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Holland City News.
YOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

51.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, JANUARY

23,

11886.
Jl//

Terms

Lyceum Hall on Tuesday

at

The
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

Rev. J. J. Bubl, presiding elder of aged ihauty on the north-west corner of
evening. Grand Rapids, will hold a quarterly meet- Centennial Park.
fresh start yester- Reserved seats at Breyman’s 50 cents. ing at the Methodist Church of Holland Inadequatefor the purpose for which it U
Diagram open Tuesday morning. Secure commencing Saturday, January 28, by used and standi on too valuable! site.
Don’t forget the Musical Entertainment

LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

blizzard took a

day morning.

preachingat 8 o’clock In the afternoon. When that tract of ground was set apart

seats early.

of Subscription.

Tony Pauels,

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Kates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertlaers have the privilege of three

of

Grand Rapids,

Is

for a public park It was commonly underbe
held at stood that those shantiesused for the lire
Lena Pfanstlehl, a teacher
The Law and Order League held a Schools, has been unable to attend to her 9:80 o’clock in the morning. Preaching apparatus should be removed at the first
meeting at A. Yisscher’s office last Mon- duties for the past few days on account of at 10:80 after which the sacrament of the opportunity. That opportunity Is now.
That the city needs a better “lockup” is
Lord's supper will be administered.

The Muskegon News

visitinghis parents in this city.

says that Miss

Business conference Saturday evening.

On Sunday a
in the Public

love feast will

severe illness.

apparent from the fset that a watch haa to

chanRea.
Bnslnasa Cards in City Directory, not over three
llnes, $9 per annnm.
Notice!of----Notices
Births,Marriages,
and Deaths pubUshed without charge for subscribers.
Hr"All advertising bills collectableauarterl

^usinesss giwrtary.

Manager C.

A snow plow could have been used to

L.

Waring

Company playing the new
called “The Mikado” has ap-

Rice’s Opera

left yesterday

ast Wednesday evening.
having had

CommluloaMerchant.

a

They

report

good time.

with a hearty reception

ment loving

from our amuse-

Life Saving Station.

The cry of “breakers ahead” Is grad-

The Reformed Church of Zeeland has
We would be pleased to make figures Fred Wade, who for two years and
JJ dealer In Grain, Flour and Prodnce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick r sceived a new bell weighing 1,389 on some ndvertlseing space about now.
over has been employed in the News
etore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
We trust our business men will not over- office, has taken up the Lake Shore ComSran and Mtdidsei.
ook the advantagesof the News in plac- mercial,recently abandoned by A. Houy
Miss Kate Bayard, daughter of Secreng advertisements for 1880.
pvOEBBURG, J. O. Dealer In Drugs and Medl- .
camp, at Saugatuck, and will ierej*l»r
JLs clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy•Idani prescriptionecarefullypat up. Eighth 8t.
run it./ IVe have no fear buf wlTaTSauga
Additional pews have been taken In
tuck will have a good phper and that it
ffAN PUTTEN, Win., Dealer In Drugs, MedlHope church since the annual rental last
V clnes. Paints. Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
week. The diagram ia still at Mr. will he a profitableventurq for Mr. Wade.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
The Muskegon train Irom the north was
He has all the elemeotsfor success about
lerold’s store where any who may wish
TXT ALSU, BEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a
him aud we extend a cordial welcome to
Vf fall stock of goods appertaining to the busseats can make their selection.
iness.
on account of the
the paper and wish Fred financialsuccess.
rurnitun.

BROUWER &

All should hear how “Polly and

CO., Dealers In all
Ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River 8t.

I

were

Gabriel De Wall, of Long Island,
N. Y., who resided here twenty-oneyears

A

visitingsome of his old friends in

city

ago,
this

Qeaeral Dealer*.

is

city. Mr. De Wall is In the oyster

raising business East and is prosperous.

J.

G. & SONS, GeneralDealers In
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hals and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

V

Remember
ing line

is

“Darie Gilmore,

that anythingin the print-

done

at

the News

office

Hotel*,

handsome advertising card

riTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

to

a

from a

common

Jr.

and wife”

Bushnellthis morning for

left for

a short visit be-

The

Tuesday even-

Jas. Ryder, proprietor. ing. They were bailed out
Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, and ite home Rejoicing.
table la unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo-

A

and

went

consistory of

Hope Church

at

inspecting tour of the Chicago anc

West Michigan R’y was made

this

Maanfaetorlei,
Millt, Shop*, Xto.

dealear in Farm implemeats and machinery. Cor. River aud

man, began
1

made

to organize a brass

band

in this city

this

join them

mAde

7:80

public here-

last

Tuesday

as

not

resist the temptation to stop over here

and

on

some

business

of his old

Twenty-fifth Mich.

Master under Mr. Kimball’sadministra-

Tin

A

Eleventh streets, formeny occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboor.

It

g

le(t

the

who

and invigorating breeze, Iiave no con-

Moore

ice

V

and snow knee-

deep on the beach. It is then that the

Inf. In the evening

with their old colonel. Mr.

go to the shore

by a furious storm of freezingsleet on a

work of tbe life-saving service is called
for. A patrol sees a rocket go up from a
ship in distress.
light and

The

since

a year ago has
still

old compaulous of the

light

He

at once displays a

signals to bis station for help.

.

serves to warn tbe vessel off or

Inform her that help

to

City Hotel and enjoyed a good social visit

bis

iei through

cold night with the wind blowing a hurri-

comrades of the

life

found neceusry
on eacb be,t le,t

1.

twlbM

ception of what that shore is when lashed

number of the “boys” gathered at the

conductor on loves to meet

Rapids,* Mr. Murphy was General Road

meeting with success.

so severe th.t

tw0 men

or a day or a month of bathing and boat-

city. The colonel was on his way to

visit with

,

posure. Tbe people

is at

band.

If the

ship is already stranoed or Is run aground

by the crow, tbe men of tbe service drag
tbeir boats

aud apparatus along tbe beach

to the point nearest the
sel is not too far

away

ship. If the ves-

a line is shot out to

on board one end
which the apparatna for
landing those on board is attached. If
Suggestion.
the vessel is too far away to bo reached
Why don’t the merchants and manu- with a line, and a boat can possibly live
facturers of Holland organize an associa- In the surf, the hardy seamen of the sertion for mutual protectionand benefit? vice boldly launch their life-boats,and pull
There are so many things they could do i for the ship. Seldom do their efforts fail,
organized, and working together for the eyen when, as often happens, the Itfo-aav-

passengertrain of the Chicago and West times during tbe Rebellion.

a

great deal of hard-

Is a

cane aud the slush of

and could

a

arms

rescuo them at

to

death of the patrol from the cold and ex-

j/o

Last Monday Col. O. H. Moore visited

Is reported that Aloys Bilz wil tion.
Physicianand Surgeon. ReaIdence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St. shortly start a paper at Spring Lake. He
Office at the drugstore of Kremers A Bangs.. OfThe New Home Sewing Machine Comfice hoars from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,aud from 5 to 6 p.m
comes clear from Dakota for this purpose
pany are manufacturing a new machine
VATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office Must be a big inducement.
called the New National. The advertiseat residence on the corner of River and
H..,

Wms

after.

Mich. R’y, running from this city to Big

on Eighth street.

^

iu the city

Tnos, Murphy, a well known railroad been engaged in civil pursuits but

R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can bel
fonnd In hia office in First Ward Drug Store,

TT'REMERS,

man

abandoningmilitary

T>EBT,

XJ

very strange that our readers will

not bear in mind the fact that we

Ninth Streets.

Phytloliu.

Is

will find strong

^

snd P. Gunst Pressure* lbecoa8tbo
would urge

beheld every Tuesday oyening at

officials of the road.

TTAN RAALTE, B„

v

It

do not
place communicationsin our columns
Business along the line of the Chicago without knowing the name of the writer.
and West Mich. R’y is twenty per cent We have a few articles of that kind on
better this year than last. So say the hand now and still they come.

btablo. Fine rigs and good boraea can a
ways bo relied ou. On Fish street, near Scott’# time at this station.

Stable;

any risk. There

association invites and

matters to be brought before the meeling. South Haven

TT AY??.aATJ?., G* J*' LlverY and Boarding the railway officials. They stopped some

hotel.

from the shore they

and stout hearts ready

have

week by

may

aground within five or six hundred yards

decidea to call a meeting of the pew

Wednesday, January 27,
7:30 p. m. in the Church. Important

steered boldly for the shore.

be, if they can once run their ship

and partake of the benefits which consist

holders on next

it Is

The sailorsknow that wherever they

Krmde

every young

dation of guests.

J.A

condition

. .A

wltb Mr. B. Stebolee, President; B
De Vries, Vice President;J.

o’clock at rooms to be

residents of Saugatuck occupied a

pHfflNIX HOTEL.

asd Sale Stable*.

thick along the coasts of the “great lakes”
that when a vessel flods itself in a sinking

and, Mich., where they expect to arrive mentally, and morally. The meetings will

cell in the city lock-up last

An

Lifesaving stations hre being placed so

ships connected with the life of the itaY. M. C. A. ba, been formed in tbi, lon
They maJt p„rol tbe beacll |n

nler, Beeretsry;

Friday, January 22.—Fairview,1U., Bee.

Two

,

ually losing its terror for the mariners.

fore returning to their future home, Hoi- In promoting each other’^ wilfare socially,

shipping tag.

The only first-class hotel In the city. Is located in the husiness ceuter of the town and haa
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state. Free bus lu connection with the hotel.

TVTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale
A.V Ninth street, near Market.

- T“

The

XT-AN PUTTEN,

Livery

helpless

citizens.

T>EACn, W. H. CommlBBlon Merchant, and

TtfEYER,

when a

be placed at the jail even

good advantage on allvourstreets the past morning on a visit to bis relatives in comic opera
“drunk” Is confined there for fear he
Ridgeway, Michigan. He will be absent plied for a date here. In case the engage- might fall through the sides of the jail.
week,
about two weeks and wiH probably go ment is completed we will have a rare en- We hope the Council will carefully conBorn:— To Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Hum - tavast before returning.
tertainmentas “The Mikado” is a very
sider the suggestionsof the Mayor and
popular audf leasing opera. The scenery
finally act upon them. It would be
Several of the members of A. C. Van aud orientalcostumes are very beautiful,
wealth lathe coffers of the city in the
-taalte Post, G. A. R. attended a meeting
The Company is well spoken of and in the
long
run.
John Duursema, of Fremont, was of WeatherwaxPost of Grand Haven on
event of their appearing hero should meet

her aud the crew haul
of the ropes to

ment can be fonnd in another column. common interests.They might take ing apparatus aud the vessel are entirely
Meyer, Brouwer & Cc., are the agents measures to get all the roads leading Into covered with a sheet of Ice. For this
Club, the social life of Holland has been and of whom the machine can be pur- the city from outside graveled, so that we arduous and dangerous work the men get
may have the best roads into town of any paid $50 a month, without board. The
chased.
very pleasant the past week.
business point along the shore. Our stationsalong the lakes are in operation
D. M. Coppock has opened a meat
The harvestingof ice still continues
freightinterestsneed united action. It is during the season navigation isopen. The
The quality of the product Is some better market in the building one door west of claimed that Holland pays higher rail- rules of the service require that only men
than it was last week and nine inches of the News office and will run a first-class road freights than other towns. A little who reside in the vicinitywhere they are
market. He has on hand the choicest
good solid Ice is being put up.
eucouragement would put a steamer on to serve shall be employed. A thorough
meats, horns, and sausages of all kinds.
between here and Chicago, which would knowledge of the local characteristicsof
L. Spriktsma & Son make the an
Read his announcement in another column
be very much for the interests of our the shore aud the. action of tho waves is
nouncement in our Special Notice this and then patronize him.
freight and passenger trade. United ef- necessary,a knowledge which can bo
week that they are sellingthe celebrated
With

progressive euchre parties, socials,

and the reception of the Macatawa Socia

Watches asd Jewelry.

REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker,

- Ti

A>

Jeweler, aud
dealer iu fancy goods. Corner of Market

and Eighth streets.

TXTYKBUYSEN, H., dealer in

Watches,Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

vv

dar streets.

F.

&

A. M.

Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodge, Rockford Men’s Shoe. Read it.
We have had this week a continuation fort will accomplishmany desirable ends,
No. 1U1, F. & A M., will be held at Masonic Hull
of the blizzard of last week accompanied which individually cannot bo reached.
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
List of letters remaining in the post- by considerablesnow. There is now at
May 13, Jnne 10, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18,
Musical Entertainment.
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. Johu.a days June 24, aud office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 21st, 1886: least one foot of the beautiful on the

A

Dec. 27.

D. L. Botd, W. M.

C. R. Hebron and

O. Bretmas, Ssc'v.

Mag Hodgkins,
Wm. Vkrbeek, P. M.

The dullest period the News has exKnights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8.719, of Holland City, periencedin three years was this week.
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. All comWith a scarcity of locals and little job
municationsshould be addressed to
Harmony Lock Box,
work the office force has had an easy time.

i

97-y

Holland, Mich,

W.

(But puketjs.

is a practi-

and a good

business

man.

(WHOLESALE.)
Corrected every Friday by K. J. Bonington.)

Apples,
,

15o;

Prof. Lawson is too well known to our
Beans, $1.00; Butter, 13. 14 cts:
Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes people to need any recommendation.

30c;

RETAIL.

None

will, .want

to miss his vlolincello

*

Apples. 40c; Beans, $1.25; Butter,

15c;
Potatoes, 40c.

solos. Be wise therefore and secure seats

over 200 life saving stations along the sea
coast and great lakes.
there are three

now

On Lake Michigan

in course

of erection,

one of them is at Ibis port and we give a
and the
The Musical Entertainment,the second
few particulars in regard to it. Wo are
farmers are bringing their bolts and wood
number of tbe Lecture course for the
Indebted
to Capt. W. L. Hopkins for OUf
into town at a lively rate.
season, will occur at Lyceum Hill, on
information and he has charge of the
Mr. Harry Mercer, the General Mich- Tuesday evening next. This entertain- work for the contractors, Messrs. Mailed
igan EmigrationAgent of the Chicago, ment is furnished by the Neil Conserva& Newcomb, of Manistee. The location
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company tory of Music of Grand Rapids and is
of the building is sixty feet directly oast
was in town*last Wednesday In the inter- under the directionof Prof. Shepard.
of the lighthouse keepers’ house. The
ests of his road. Mr. Mercer will be The program is arranged to furnish two main building will be two stories high
hours of soli4 enjoyment for our music
pleased to furnish any information, maps,
with a tower or “lookout” and will bo
pamphlets,etc., iu referenceto Dakota. loving people, consisting of vocal solos,
placed on a foundationof oak piles driven
duets, trios and qiiartetta,interspersed
His address is 80 Woodward Avenue, De-.
into the ground. Tho dimensions of the
with
piano, violin and vlolincello solos,
troit, Mich.
building will be 24x50 feet. The second
Prof. Lawson will manipulate the latter
The Methodist Church social at the Instrument, Miss Anna Miller will bring floor will bo u red for living and sleeping
rooms for the crew. On the first floor tho
residence of Mr. and Mrs. D. BerUch on
forth the dulcet tones of the yioliu, Miss
boats and apparatuswill bo stored. Au
last Wednesday evening was well attend-

ground. Sleighingis

excellent

Graves presides at tbe piano, while Prof.

ed notwithstanding-the stormy weather Shepard, Mr. Kromer, Miss Utley and incline runs from tho center of the buildearly.
and a very pleasant time was enjoyed by Miss Cole furnish the vocal melodies. ing to the water and will be 24x80, feet the
Grain, Food, Etc.
The merchants and business men of all. The next social will be held on next We feel justified in predictingthat this outer end to be 2% feet below moan low
(WUOLBSAI.B.)
Zeeland talk of investingin a creamery. Wednesday evening, January 27, at the entertainment will be one of the finest water. This will be made so as to launch
{Corrected every Friday by ,W. II. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 45c; Bran, 100 lbs., 70c; Barley The project meets with the general ap- residence of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Zwemer.
the life boat with tho least possible delay.
ever presented in this city. You cannot
V'cwi.,il.10, Clover seed, ft bu.$5.10 ; Com Meal
On
the cast side of tue building there will
proval
of
tbe
farmers
in
that
neighborft cwt, 95c; Corn, shelled,old, 42c, new 38: Flour,
The Lecture Committee has placed afford to miss it.
$4.60; Fine Corn Meal, ft 100 fc8.,$1.40;Feed, ft hood.
be a one story addition 20x28 feet which
ton, $19.00; Feed, ft 100 lbs., $1.00; Hay. $8.00,
season tickets tor the balanoe of the
will be used for parlor and dialog room.
iddling,ft 100 tbs.,S0c; New oats, 28-28c;
A New City Building Needed.
Rev. H. D. Jordan will deliver a tem- course, including the musical entertain
Pearl Barley, ft
Rje, Wcj TimAn addition 6x20 adorns the south side of
othy Seed, $2.10; Wheat, white, 80; Red Fultz,80;
perance lecture at the Methodist Church, ment, Senator Van Wyck, Geo. W. Bain
In the proceedings of tbe Gommo themaiu part which will boused fora
LancaaterRed, 88. Corn, ear, 38c.
Holland,Sabbath evening, January 24tb. and Geo. W. Wendling, on sale at Brey- Council published elsewhere in this issue
RETAIL.
kitebeu and laboratory.The whole cost
rheat, 55c; Bran, ft 100 lbs., 80c: Barley, ft ,He will also exhibit Dr. tiewall’aStomach man’s. Single tickets$1.25, two or more
will be found a message from the Mayor \0( buildings, which will be iu
Clover seed, ft a>., $5.50; Corn
1.00; Coro, shelled,55c; Flour, Plates, showing the physical effects of Al- $1.00 each. This will give an opportunity advising the Council to consider the ad- jwiU be about $4,500. The work is
Eggs, 10c; Houey, 14c; Onions, 60c

m

P. Higgins

and will hereafter run it. He
cal photographer

Produce, Etc.
{

S. Watkins, of Pontiac, has leased

the photograph gallery of B.

gained only by long residence.There are

100

A-"-

am
u;•

'yf- *

.

coholic drink, from the moderate drinker to get ticketsfor the balance of the course visabilityand practicability of building

to the one

who dies with

dellrinm

tremens.

for

just half the price of single admis-

sions.

' -K'.
.......

.....

a entirely new
a

some other

u

rapidly as possible.Six c

engine bouse and lockup /ployed on tbe work which is
the present darned be completed by April 1st next.

site near

w*i7V

^

•.

t

•

''

-

gnished the flames amid tmnoltaoas applause.

TOE WEST.
HOLLAND CITY. M1CHI0AN.

Thirteen men were instantly killed by
an explosion of fire-dampin a mine at

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

Almy, Wyo. A train of thirteen care was
broken into fragments, and the corpse of a
passenger was blown seven hundred feet.
____ An assignment has been made by the
Gilbert Tobacco Company,' of Fulton,

FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

Mo., whose

.

a committee to

investigate charges made
against four members of the present
House to the effect that they accepted
bribes to vote for Hemy B. Payne for
United States Senator while members of (ho
previous General Assembly. The committee was named, consisting of three Republicans and two Democrats.
“I THINK,” said an influentialmember of
the Committee on Territories, “from what I
know of the views of the committee and of
the House, that neither Dakota nor any other
Territorywill be admitted into the Union by
this Congress. At a guess I would say that
Dakota, WashingtonTerritory and New
Mexico will come into the Union about the
same time, and that thev will be admitted

liabilitiesare $48,000 ____
Fourteen prominent citizensof Eedfield,
Dak., have been arrestedfor participationin
the Ashton county-seat war ..... Petroleum
has been struck for the fourth time at Lima,
Ohio, at a depth of thirteen hundred feet, by the Fiftieth Congress.”

v

K

»-l5£r--Tjr

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
The

OUR FATHERS’ DOLLAR.

President, in conversation with a

Republican Senator,said, the other day:
am led to believe that the majority of
your body intend to insist that I shall give
my reasons for suspendingan officeholder
______
____ __
at
the time
I nominate his successor.I

Facts Bronght Forward Showing

“I

that It

in Congress.

must inform yon that I shall
do nothing of the kind. ‘Nomi- There
uations are made by and with the
consent of the Senate.’It is fittingin such
cases that the Senate should have all the informationthey desire regarding the man
whose nomination they are asked to confirm,
but when they insist ujxm my reasons for

Has Many Friends

Is

No Chance

for

Coinage

Suspension at Present,
It Is

Said.

The debate of the Beck allver resolution wan
continuedin the Senate on the 12th inst. by Mr.
The silver situationis set forth in the folmaking removals they are usurping a
Pugh of Alabama, who said that silverhad not
lowing Washington dispatch publishedin
privilege that belongs torthe Executive alone,
been treated fairly, and that when silver, under
the New York World a few days ago:the same treatment received by gold, and and other wells are being drilled .....
Washington
special: “Representative and their request will in every case be deunder the natural laws of supply and de- The Chicago Times gives reports from
nied. That is the position I propose to
There is no chance for the suspensionof
mand, failed to hold its own, ho would nearly five hundred points ns to the crop of Cnrtin, of Pennsylvania,did to-day what
take, and I am ready to abide the couse- silver coinage by the present Congress.It
consider the coin controversy settled. Mr.
is useless for the financifers of the East to
Pugh expressed willingnessto support any corn and hogs in the Northwest and South- he should have done last week, if done at queuces.”
change in the existing law that would withdraw west. It appears that the )ield of com has all. He formally decliued the honor of beReports
from
Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, cherish delusive hopes. The real facts of
any paper currencyunder $10, or even $20, so as
been overestimated and its quality ranked ing Chairmau of the Committee on Bankthe situationmay as well be recognized.
to give the entire held for the use of small bills
Kentucky, Missouri, Maryland, Virginia,
All the speculation about the composition
or small change to silver and silver certificates, too high. Ohio and Indiana farmers have ing and Currency,and his resignation was
and advocatedthe passage of the bill heretofore sold more freely than those in other States. promptlyaccepted by the Speaker and the and West Virginia are to the effect that the of the Committee on Coinage is secondary.
introduced by Mr. Oeorge (Miss.). Mr. Vance, The hog cholera has made its appearance House. For several days he has privately winter wheat plant is well protectedby
It will make little differencewhat that comof North Carolina, followed Mr. Pugh. He desnow, and that the recent blizzard has not, mittee may do. The House itself is
in every State of the corn belt, forcing hogs author* zed the statement that he meant to
clared that the attempt to depreciate silver was
The strongly against the suspension of
one of the grandest conspiracies ever seen. The upon the market much more rapidly than throw away the Chairmanship, and his- re- as far as known, affected the crop
banner of the attacking party should bear in plain is usual, and it is probable that the receipts marks in that connection justified the infer- Bank of Devil's Lake, Dakota, suspended, the coinage. The probabilities are
letters the words of holy writ : “To him that at the chief packing points for the remain- ence that when he did resign he would say attachments"aggregating$8,000 having that when Congress adjourns the sithath shall be pivML, and from him that
precisely the some
hath
shaliv/
taken away der of the season will be less than last something that would make a scene in the been filed against the concern. The de- uation will
House. But he profited by the advice of posits are placed at $25,000. . .Glanders in as it is to-day. All the agitation of the
even the littlethat he hath." The success of year.
the efforts against silver would result in the
The dramatic event of the week in Chi- cooler heads so far as to announce his re- a malignant form prevailsamong the horses question in the interval, whether in Congreatestindustrial calamities.There was request to be excused in a dignifiedand cour- in the neighborhood of Lisbon, 111. Four gress or out, will be without avail. The
ceived from the President a draft of a bill to cago has been the appearance of Sig. Salteous manner, merely stating that he had animals were killed by order of the assist- chances of a free coinage ^jll being pushed
amend the act for the punishment of Indians for
grave crimes. Mr. Logan made a favorable re- vini at McVicker’s Theater in a number of been advised by friends and by the news- ant State Veterinarian.
through tho House are greater than the
port on a bill appropriating $450,000 to purohaso his great impersonations.During the week papers not to state his reasons for declining
The
wages trouble at the Edgar Thomas chances of a suspension of the 'present
exchange he appeared in “Coriolauus” and “Othello."
for army purposes the old Produce fi:
the honor the SpeakeT had been pleased to
coinage. Such a bill would, of course, be
Building in New York. In the House of RepreThe latter is agreed by the Chicago critics offer him, but that he had privatereasons of Steel Works at Braddocks,Pa., has been vetoed by the President, and that would
sentatives Mr. Caldwellreported back the Hoar
settled, and work in all departments resumed.
Presidential-succession bill. In a debate on the and theater-goers to be his gran^st role. his own.”
leave matters just as they are. My reasons
. At Buffalo, W. C. Brown, a bucket-shop
President’s message Mr. Reagan advocatedthe The present week will be devoted to
for this opinion are as follows:
President
Cleveland,
it is said, has
double standardof value, opposed the suspen- “Othello,” “Ingomar," and “King Lear.”
broker, opened mail belonging to J. C.
1. New York, New Jersey, and New Ension of compulsory silver coinage, and proposed
instructed
the
members
of
his
Cabinet
to
Allen, a customer, abstracted drafts and
People visiting the city should not miss the
to charter no more national banks.
gland are emphatically in favor of the suschecks
amounting
to
$4,000,
and
skipped
to
refer
to
him
any
Senator
or
Representative
opportunity of seeing the greatesttragedian
dension of silver coinage, but outside of
Mr. Manderhon offereda resolution in the
of this or any other age.
desiring to ascertain the precise reason for Canada ____ The steam-tug Modoc exploded this section the feeling is either divide<|or
Senate on the 13th inst, calling on the Postat Pittsburgh,Pa. Pilot Davies was stronglyin favor of silver. The ideft seems
.
uc from or appointments to office.
Captain Upsan, the newly appointed removals
master General to report why the fast mail is
killed, and two other persons were fatally
Gov.
Larrabee
was
inducted
into
|ffice
at
to have spread throughout the West and
transportedfrom Chicago to the Territories by agent for the northern Cheyenne Indians,
Des Moines, Iowa, on the 14th inst., the in- injured ____ The safe in the County Treasur- South that the anti-silvermovement is enroads other than the Union Pacific. Mr.
has
arrived
at
Miles
City
with
a
blacksmith
er’s
office
at
Newcastle,
Pa„
was
blown
open,
Plumb was given permission to withdraw a
augural ceremonies attracting a large congineered by the Wall street financiers;that
petitionby a British subject presented by and a farmer. The tribe numbers about course. In his message the Governorrec- the burglars securing $200 in money, $10,it is in the interestsof the capitalistsas
him recently. Bills were introducedto pre- seven hundred, gatheredat Bosebud and
000
in
notes,
and
$4,500
in
warrants
____
ommends a strict enforcement of the liquor
againstthe debtor classes.
vent the publicationof lottery advertisements,
appropriating$15,000 to mark the grave of Tongue rivers ____ Most of the bills passed law. and pledges himself to unhesitatingly Mrs. Anna Maria Greene, daughter-in-law
2. It is a mistake to suppose that the
General Daniel Morgan at Winchester,Va„ and by the recent Cherokee Legislature are in- use his authority in the matter. The retir- of Gen. Nathaniel Greene, of Revolutionary
question is, strictlyspeaking, sectional.
to grant to the Jamestown and Northern Road
operativefrom the fact that they were ing Governor, Sherman, also advises that fame, died at Middleton,R. I., aged 102 Even Pennsylvania is no longer united; I
the right of way through the Devil’s Lake Indian
years 2 months and 9 days.
reservation in Dakota. In a speech on the coin- drafted by inexperienced clerks, theirjntent the statute be rigorouslyenforced ____ Senahave every reason to believe that there are
age question, Mr. Coke said the silver standard being completely obscured in many in- tor Sherman, on arrivingin Columbus, was
both Democratic and Republican members
The
judicial
salary
bill,
giving
United
States
mid no terrorsfor him, and that the fight stances ____ The impeachment of Judge W. escorted to the Capitol, where he returned
of
Congress from that State who will vote
against silver was directed againstthe peoJudges 85,000 a year, and prohibiting them from
ple by the banks and bondholders. The I Hayes, of the Seventh Iowa District, is thanks for his re-election. Alluding to the appointing their relativesto office in their against suspension.
House of Representatives
passed a bill to legal- demanded. It is claimed by Prohibitionists necessity of preventing fraudulent voting,
3. The sentiment is also divided in the
ise the election of the TerritorialAssembly of
that he has made efforts to nullify the pro- he gave high credit to Samuel J. Tilden for courts, passed the Senato Jon. 18 Mr. Cullora
submitted a hill regulating interstatecommerce, four great Middle States, Ohio, Indiana,
hibition laws, and charges of collusion stamping out the Tweed gang and giving
which provides for the appointment of five com- Illinois, and Missouri. Ohio is certainly
with District Attorney Gannon are also New York the best election laws in the missioners.Mr. Frye onered a resolutionto closelyakin to the East in her commercial,
-Among the
made
____
The
arrest
of
James
Batt,
a
provide
for a commis'sionto settle the fisheries
dential nominations confirmed by the Senate
world. He also urged legislation to prevent
industrial,and educationaldevelopment;
question. This led to a sharp debate, in
were the following : Jabes Curry, of Richmond, saloon-keeperat Akron, Ohio, shows that the evils growing out of the liquor trafic.
the
course
of
which
Messrs. Frye, Ed- vet there are among her Representatives
to be United States Minister to Spain ; Charles
he formally purchased for five cents the
munds, Hoar, and Dawes attacked Presi- both Democrats and Republicans who are
H. Scott, of Alabama,to be Minister Resident
dent Clevelandfor extendingthe Canadian fishand Consul General to Venezuela ; Frederick handsome young wife of Newell Stratton,
against suspension of the present silver
eries treaty. Mr. Morgan defended the PresiH. Winston, of Illinois,to be Minister Resi- and lived happily with her until the law
coinage. The feellhg for silver grows
dent. Mr. Ingalls presenteda resolution asking
dent and Consul General to Persia : Pierce M. B. interfered ____ The finest gas well in Ohio
Reports from leading postoffices through- the Secretary of the Treasury to state what pro- strongerns one advances westward through
Young, of Georgia, to be United States Consul
was struck at Tiffin, at a depth of fifteen out the United States for the post six portion of the bonds lately called in is held by Indiana and Illinois, and reaching Missouri
General at' St Petersburg:George V. N. Lothnational banks as a basis for circulation. Mr.
rop, of Michigan,to be United States Minister to hundred feet, when the flow of oil became
months show an increased revenue of 18.5 Eustis addressedthe Senate on the silverques- every one of the frontier Representatives
Russia: M. Hi Phelan,of Missouri, to be Consul so great as to stop the drilling.
per cent, at St. Paul, 17.8 at Kansas City, tion. The President,he said, had told Con- and the Senators is found arrayed against
Generalat Halifax ; John B. Stallo, of Ohio, to
About twenty masked men went to the 14.3 at Cincinnati,12.1 at Minneapolis, 10.8 gress that there
be United States Minister to Italy; Charles
not enough silver suspension, and many of them advocate unnow in circulationto cause any uneasi- limited coinage.
Denby, of Indiana, to be United States Minister jail at Vincennes, Ind., early Saturday at Chicago, and 10.4 at Boston.
ness; that the whole amount now coined
to China.
4. There is probably not a RepublicanTwenty-four persons perished in Kan- might, after a time, ho absorbed by the
A petition from commercial travelersfor relief morning and demanded the colored murmember from Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Minpeople
withont
apprehension,
hut
that
it
from burdensomelocal taxation was presented derer, Holly Epps. They broke into the sas by the recent blizzard, and others are was the "ceaseless stream that threatenedto nesota, Colorado, Nevada, Oregon, or Calihallway and covered the Sheriff with revolin the Senate on the 14th inst by Mr. Platt Mr.
believed to be missing Emily Bar- overflow,"etc. From this it was to be under- fornia who is not a silver man. One of the
stood that the silver dollar is an honest dollar
Sewell made a favorable report on the bill ap- vers, but after fruitlessattempts to obtain
more, a reputable colored woman of when absorbed by the people, hnt dishonest leaders of tho Republican minority, who
propriating $800,000 per onuum for arms and
the keys and batter down the iron door, the
equipments for the militia.Mr. Hoar intro- mob dispersed. The following morning the Anderson County, South Carolina, froze when offered to the bondholders. The results of knows the men well, assures me positively
Congressionalpolicy of coinage had never that such is the cose. The Democracy west
duced a measure setting aside $40,000 for
to death with two young children the
been fully tested according to its true intent of the Mississippi is absolutely solid in
a monument to James Madison at the national mob were more successful.They assaulted
The
remains
of
four
men,
who
had
been
and spirit because the executive department favor of the silver dollar.
capital. Mr. Brown, in discussing the sil- the jail, battered down the doors, dragged
ver issue, took the ground that the pay- the murderer from his cell, hurried him to frozen to death, were found near ‘Benkel- had, in its practice, manifested an unfriend5. A careful canvass of the House fully
ment of 40,000,000 standard dollars to imb- the outskirts of the town, and hanged him man, Neb. In the District of Akron, Col., liness to that jadicy, and, by partiality and discrimination, had retarded justifies these statements, and leaves no
lic creditors would make them anxious to uphold
several
persons
also perished by the storm.
it. If that department had not disth?lr value. Mr. Maxoy said the raid on silver to the limb of a tree.
Three colored persons perished in a criminated in favor of the bondholders as reasonable doubt that about oue-tbird of the
was plannedin Europe, and we needed only to
blazing tenement at King's Mountain, Mich. against the people, its representationsas to Republican members, with nt least twoenforce witl* vigor our contractwith the bondthirds of the Democraticmembere, will vote
would
I have
have been entitled to more reholders. In the House of Representatives,
Mr.
William Lynch, in endeavoring to ob- finance
spect. In conclusion Mr. Eustis said : “If this againstsuspension, having a majority of at
Dingleyreported a resolution for an inquiry as
Several members of the Cabinet have tain a pension, discovered that in the vital disloyal practice of incivismby the executive least sixty votes against suspension.
to legislationrequired by the Americanmarine
department in declaring war against silver coin,
employed in the fisheries.It was resolved to hit upon a happy scheme to avoid the
6. The situationin the Senate is not very
statistics of New York his birth was re- whicli is a coin of tho Government, in belittling
hold Friday night sessions for the consideration
trouble imposed upon them bv persistent corded as that of a girl ____ A special com- its usefulness, in depreciatingits existence, and different. Mr. Evarts appears to be on the
of pension bills.
in inviting others to believeiliat it is a defonu- fence, if not already committedagainst susThe Hoar Presidential bill passed the House autograph fiends. They have had stamps mittee of the National Base-Ball League
ed offspring of legislative imbecility, is to conof Representative^1 on the 15th inst., by a vote
prepared having on their faces (he name of has decided to admit the National Club, of tinue, than some of the evils that have been pension. Mr. Sherman also is believed to'
be uncertain ns to his course. *The Repubof 183 to 77, precisely as it came from the Senate.
their respective departments and a fac- Washington,in place of the Provi- predicted may come to pass ; hut those evila will
Following are the provisions of the bill: "In simile of their signatures.All autograph dence Club ____ Congressman Maybury, not be attributableto any vice in our financial lican Senators from Kansas, Nebraska,
system, hut to th > practiceand assertions of Iowa, Minnesota, California, Colorado and
case of removal, death, resignation,or inability books are turned over to the private secreMichigan,
recent- the executivedepartment in dishonoring
of both the President and Vice President of
taries, who apply the stamp to the page se- ly ascertained the whereabouts of
and discreditingthe coin which it is their Nevada are solid against suspension, and
the Unitad States, the Secretary of Slate, or, if
duty
to sustain by all the influence and power there are strong indicationsthat Logan and
there be none, or in case of bis removal, death, lected, and after blotting the repression it a brother who had been mourned as dead
Cullom, of Illinois, and several of the Reresignation, or inability, then the Secretary of has the appearance of having been written for nearly a score of years ____ The Munici- of their officialauthority."In the House of
the Treasury; or if there ba non.*; or in by the Cabinet officerel No thought of a pal Council of Halifax, N. 8., has requested Representatives, hills were Introduced for tho publican Senators from Michigan and Wisresurvoyof tho Bay of Han Francisco, to provide
case of his removal. death, resig- stamp enters the autograph hunter’s mind,
the Dominion Governmeut to take such for the Inspectionof live stock and hog prod- consin will side with them. The great manation,
inability, then the Secjority of the Democratic Senators from the
retary of War; or if there bo none, or and he leaves with his book in his pocket, steps as will lead to a reciprocitytreaty ucts, to abolish th© Fort Wallace military
In case of his removal, death, resignation, happy in the belief that he has added the with the United States. Failing to secure reservation in Kansas,to pension tho only sur- South, including Mr. Lamar’s successor
or inability, then the Attorney General ; or if signature of one more great man to his list. a satisfactorytreaty, the Governmeut is re- viving granddaughter of Thomas Jefferson, to from Mississippi,and Mr. Garland’s
confer on Lieut. Green th
the rank of colonel, for
there be none, or in cane of his removal, death,
successorfrom Arkansas, are opposed
The frosts in Florida destroyed 500,000 quested to place a sufficientnumber of tho admissionof Montana as a State,and for tho
resignation, or inability, then the Postmaster
the Senate the
erection
of
an
Indian
school
buildingat Carson, to suspension.
General ; or, if there be none, or in cose of his
armed
vesselsalong the Canadian coasts to
boxes of oranges, worth, it is said, $1,000,Nevada. Mr. Wadsworth offered a resolution
removal, death, resignation, or inability,then
protect Canadian fisheries from American declaringthat President Cleveland lias faith- least majority against suspensionis estithe Secretary of the Navy ; or if there be none, 000 ____ The body of Robert H. Small,
mated at six. Even the majority of the
encroachments.
fully endeavored to maintain the equality of
or in case of his removal, death, resignation,or
Senate Finance Committee is said by antigold,
silver,
and
paper
dollars.
third
auditor
of
the
Baltimore
and
Ohio
inability,then the Secretaryof the Interior
silver Senators to be either against them or
•hall act as President until the disability Railroad, was found near Palatka, Fla.,
to lie at least doubtful.
of the President or Vico President is re- death having been caused by exposure. He
moved, or
President shall be elect7. The silver question is not a party quesA HIGH SHERIFF in Ireland has written
was
married
four
weeks
before
and
went
to
THE MARKETS.
ed : Provided, that wheneverthe powers and
tion. Neither party is united upon it. A1
duties of the office of President of the Florida on his weddiug trip, but after a few to the London Times that a famine is apDemocratic administration strongly advoUnited States shall devolve upon any of the days began to exhibit symptoms of insanity.
proaching, with the lawless acts necessarily
persons named heroin, if Congress be not then
cates suspension. Two-thirds of the Dem$4.00 tft 0.25
Beeves ...........................
A Georgia editor declines to meet a incident thereto. The Lord Lieutenant rein session, or if it would not meet in accordance
4.00 55 4.50
ocratic Representatives and Senators are as
with law within twenty days thereafter,it shall rival in a duel as he is a married man and ports that he can only relieve starvingpeo- Wheat— No. 1 White ............. .IW 55
strongly opposed to it. Republicans are
be the duty of the person upon whom said
No. 2 Ited ............... .110 «5 .91
also clearly divided. Nor, as I have said, is
powers and duties shall devolve to issue a proc- has four children, while his challenger is ple by sending them to the work-house, Corn— No. 2 ...................... .50 55 .51
but he hopes to receive sufficient contribu- Oats— White ..................... .40 55 .45
lamationconvening Congress in extraordinary
it, strickly speaking, a sectional question.
single.
He
offered, however, to meet the
session, giving twenty days’ notice of the
tions to enable poor people to remain in Pork— Mess ......................10.00 5? 10. 50
Only eight States,and most of these comtime of meeting. Sec. 2. That the pre- young man, who is said to be an athlete, their homes.
CHICAGO
crowd of laborers at
parativelysmall ones, in the northeast corceding section shall only be held to as:ribe with bare fists ____ Dr. Thomas W. Keene,
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.25 & 5.75
ner of the country, are pronounced in their
and apply to such officers as shall member from Danville, fell dead in the Lismore invaded the room of the Board
Good Shipping ......... 4.5J (31 5.00
have been appointedby the advice and with the
of Guardians and demanded assistance,
opposition to silver, while of the thirty
Common ............... 3.50 (<5 4.00
Virginia
House
of
Delegates.
He
was
consent of the Senate to the officestherein
Hogs .............................3.75 &i 4.25
threateningfo plunder the neighborhood.
.
other States, constituting the greater part
named, and such as are eligible to the office of about 65 years of ago ____ A gold mine yieldJapan has recently effected a change by Flour— Extra Spring ............ 4.75 55 5.25
of the country, some are divided on
President under the Constitution, and not under ing from $60 to $300 per ton has been disChoice Winter ......... 4.50 (<1 5.0)
forming a responsible Cabinet, with one of Wheatv-No. 2 Spring ............ .78 & .80
impeachment by the House of Representatives
the question, but most of them strongly
covered
near
Leaky,
Texas,
and
thirteen
at the time the powers and duties of the office
the membere as President. A department Cons— No. 2 ....................
.35 55 .37
in favor of silver. This widespreadsilver
•hall devolve upon them respectively. claims have been staked off.
controllingmails, railways, and telegraphs Oats— No. 2 ...................... .28 55 .29
feeling is largelythe outgrowth of a prejuSection 8. That Sections 140, 147, 148,
Rye— No. 2 ....................... .68 55 .68)$
has been established ____ At Listowel, Iredice or suspicion that the money centers of
140, and 150 of the Revised Statutes are
Barley— No. 2 ................... .04 •<5 .00
land, four disguised men stopped a mail- Butter— Choice Creamery ......
hereby repealed.” There was no session of
the East are endeavoring to control the
5| .32
the Senate on the 15th. At a caucus of Repubcar, drew a revolver on the driver,and
Fine Dairy .............
55 .23
Government for selfish ends, an unfounded
Already this month, says a Washington searched the mail-bags for writs... . Cheese—Full Cream, new ....... :!S 55 .11
lican Senators it was decided to call upon the
suspicionperhans, but yet one.that exists in
Presidentfor papers throwinglight upon causes special, Commissioner Sparks has restored
Skimmed Flats ........ .00 55 .07
this rural Republic, and it must be taken
of removals or appointments. The position was to the public domain forty thousand acres of John Magee has been sentenced by a LonEggs— Fresh .................... .20 55 .21
assumed that the Senate has a right to these padon court to seven years’ penal servitudefor Potatoes— Choice, per bu...*.... .00 & .05
into consideration.
land
by
canceling
fraudulent
entries,
and
pers, and from them should judge what course
W 10.75
an attempt to blackmail the Prince of Wales. Pork— Mess ......................
8. It is certainly desirable that the busihas commenced thirty-sevencivil or criminal
to take in the matter of confirmations.
MILWAUKEE.
.... The Coreans have decided to bnild three
ness men of the East, as well as the West,
Wheat— No. 2 .................... .78 ($ .FO
suits againsttimber- cutters.
hundred miles of telegraph,to connect with Corn— No. 2 ...................... .35 55 .37
should recognize the facta of tho situation
Secretary Whitney has directed that the cable at Nagasaki. Japan ____ M. Sagola, Oats— No. 2 ...................... .28 ('5 29
and not deceive themselves with wrong conBye— No. ....................... .57 55 .69
clusions. No bill suspending silver coinage
The British steamer Hylton Castle found- a vessel of the Pacific station be sent to a banker of Calais, France, has suspended Pork— New Mess ................
(cl 10.75
pavment on obligations aggregating$3,can pass the House. Any bill providing for
tbo
Samoan
Islands ____ In the Criminal
TOLEDO,
ered off Fire Island,New York Bay. One
000,000.
free or more extended coinage, if passed,
Wheat— No. 2 .................... .80 J5 .90
Court
at
Washington
three
murderere—
one boat with ten men effected a landing,
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .33 (3» .40
would
certainly be killed by the President’s
The
name
of the American expelled from
Richard Lee, Antonio Nardallo,and Louis
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .30 55 .32
but another boat containing the captain and
veto.
Sommerfield—were sentenced to be hanged Gjennes,Prussia, is Hinrichsen. He is 29
BT. LOUD*.
Therefore it is for from probable that dur
ten of the crew has not been heard from,
May 26 ____ Representative Bland intends to years of age. Ho spent thirteen years in Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .83 K5 .91
Corn— Mixed .................... .83 55 .34
ing the presentsessionof Congress there will
and it is believed the men have perished.
rei>ort formally a bill to stop the redemption America and has resided with his parents,
Oats— Mixed .....................
55 .31
Sevey & Co.'s stamped tin and iron- of minor silver coins at sub-treasuriesand since Jane last, at Gjennes. He has ap- Pork— Now Mess ............... 10.50 5510.75 be any change in the low regarding the coinage of silver.
CINCINNATI.
Miss pealed to the American minister.. ..The Irish
ware manufactoryatCambridgeport, Moss., let the public have small change
Kate
Bayard,
the
eldest unmarrieddaughter Times, a Dublin loyalist organ, predicts Wheat— No. 2 Rod ............... .02 ® .94
was burned, causing a loss of $80,000, with
Corn— No. 3 ...................... .30 55 .38
A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing.
of the Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary that the outcome of the present situation in Oats— No. 2. ...................... .31 55 .32
insurance of $55,000 ____ McIntosh’s boot
(Detroit (Minn.) dispatch.]
of State, was found dead in her bed. Heart Ireland will bo the abolition of the Lord Pork— Mess ......................
10.25 5510.75
factory, the Bay State Corset Companv’s
diseasewas the supposed cause, os she had Lieutenantcy, the functions of that office to Live Boos ....................... 3.75 5$ 4.50
Thursday last little Minnie, the fourteenWorks, and a residence at West Brookfield,
DETROIT.
been under treatment for heart troubles for become a part of the duties of the President Beef Cattle ....................
year-old daughter of John L. Krauser, of
4.00 55 4.50
Mass., were destroyed by fire, the loss
nearly a year. Miss Bayard was muscular, of the local governing board ____ It is said Hoos .............................8.50 55 4.00
this place, disappeared from home. Shortly
reaching $73,000.
full of vivacity, andau accomplishedeques- that the British Government proposes to Sheep ............................2.50 & 4.00
W heat — No. 1 White ............ .88
Ihe lower House of the New York Legis- trienne.
after it was learned that a nreacher named
90
re-enact the clauses of the crimes oct Corn— Na 2. ..................... .38
55 .39
Frazer was also missing, and it was thought
lature passed the bill incorporating the
relatingto boycotting, and the parts provid- Oats— No. 2 ...................... .33
best to look the matter up. Tho couple
INDIANAPOLIS.
ing for impartial trials and crushingout of
Grant Monument Association, and empowwere traced by an enraged father and one or
Wheat—
No. 2 Red ............... .90 0 .92
terrorismin Ireland ____ A dispatchfrom
ering it to hold $7,000,000 worth of propCohn— New ....................... .35 55 .30
two friends to Bluffton. There the runBelgrade says the Servian Government re- Oats— Na 2 ...................... .29
erty free of taxation.
The Ohio Legislature re-elected John
& .30 aways were fonnd in a room, but escaped bv
fuses to disband its forces, ou the ground
EAST LIBERTY.
Telephone stocks dropped heavily in Sherman Senator by a majority of twentythe girl putting on a long dress and a thick
Cattle— Beit,... ................ 5.50 & 6.00
that it desires to be protected against surBoston as a result of SecretaryLamar's de- two over Allen G. Thurman. .. .Democrats
Fair .................... 4.50 & 5.00
veil. She brushed against her father withprises ____ Prince Leopold, of Prussia, has
Common ................8.75 (c5 4.25
out his recognizing her, and the preacher
cision in the Bell patent case.... .During a of the Maryland Legislature unanimously offered marriage to Princess Victoria, of Hoos .............................4.00 <9 4.50
escaped by the back way. The pair met
0.75 A a 7K
performance at the Opera House in Phila- nominated Arthur P. Gorman to succeed Wales. .. .Joseph Maas, the tenor opera Sheep .........
outside and made their way to Wadena,
_
BUFFALO.
singer,
is
dead.
.
.The
treaty
of
peace
bedelphia a burning candle fell from a table himself in the United States Senate....
Wheat — Na 1 Hard. ............. .94 & .90
where they were finally caught. The
on the stage, setting fire to the tablecloth, The House of Representatives of the Ohio tween. France and Madagascar has been Corn— Yellow .................... .40 9 .42
preachernarrowly escaped with his life,
ratified.
Cattle.
........
............
4.60
but Miss Mary Anderson hastily extin- Legislaturer.dopteda reoolution appointing
3 6.00
while the little girl was token home.
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CONGRESSIONAL TALK.

THE FAR WEST.

TEUTONIC CUPIDITY.

ern capitalists ore purchasing land with a
—The Holly depot will be open for travelDamo Fortune Points the Way.
There is perhaps no place in America view of working the quarries.Although ers the 1st of February.
that offers to the energetic, indnstrious Rapid City has been a frontier town, society
—Frank Taggart, of Adrian, is patentee
man a more sure reward for his labor than is in a state of the most refined culture, and
its
educational
facilities
are
of
the
of
an automatic car-coupler.
the country that has so recently sprung into
prominence, and whose unparalleledre- Large and commodiousschool buildings
—Bay City thinks that a grand new opera
sources have been quite unknown until have been erected,and beautiful church**

House Germany Seizes Upon the Samoan
Islands and Annexes Them to
Passed

Interesting Debate in the
on the

Hoar

Bill

by the Senate.

M1CHIUAN AFFAIRS.

quarrying of building stone, sandstone and
slate will soon be begun, and already East-

Her Empire.

-

bouse is almost in sight of her.
within the last few months. There is area- give evidence of a high state of intellectual
Silyer Question in the Senate— Arbitary Action of Bismarck's Consul— son why th£ general world has not known of advancement and cultivation.
—William A. Belcher camp, Sons of VetThe Dakota
American and British Consols
.Messrs. Brown and Maxey
its existence,althoughit lies within a
„ _ Hot
, „ Springs, twelve miles
.
erans, is a new order at Leslie.
d-vys’travel of populouscenters of civiliza- west from Buffalo Gap, are imqueKtiouably
Protest.
Favor Coinage.
tion. We speak of the country lying in I a specificfor rheumatism and other dis— Jerry Boynton's South Bend Railway is
Northwestern Nebraska and Southwestern eases cored at the Arkansas Hot Springs; nine miles long "and paying,"says tie
[London dispatch.]
Dakota; and it has seemed as though that and situated,os they are, in the Hills, with
Presldentlnl SuccoitHioii.
tho mountains all around them, with irrepressible.
Intelligence has been received here that rich and fertile fuming section was to reMr. Caldwoll, of Tonnossee, called up the
main undeveloped on account of its geo- canons leading in all directions,each being
—The new EvangelicalChurch at South
Hoar Presidential-aucceasion
bill In the House, Germany has seized the Islands of Samoa
in itself a natural road-bed,these springs
and stated that the committeo, in reporting this in the Paciflo Ocean. The King and his graphical position and tho difficulty with
Rockwood
was dedicated by Bishop Dal*,
are destined to become not only a sanitary
which travelers reached it.
measure, had not dealt with indifference or dinof
Cleveland.
but
a
pleasure
resort,
and
the
height
being
chiefs were insulted, and finallyfled, A
It has been known for years that the ferrespect with other propositions before it. There
tility of the North Platte country in 3,500 feet above the si’a level, renders it the
—A sanitary convention will bo held at
were many measures proposedthat would more force of marines were landed from the Germost pleasant to live in of any altitude
properly meet all jmssible or imaginary exigen- man war ship Albatross. The German Con- Nebraska was unequaled by any soil
Howell, March 3 and 4, under tho auspices
known.
A
large
hotel
is
being
built
at
the
cies than the one now reported, but they all rein tho world, and men who have
quired a constitutionalamendment before sul then hauled down the Samoan flog and had tho moral courage to take Springs, which will be completed iu early of the State Board of Health.
tney could become laws, and a consti- ran up the Gernmu colors in ita stead. The
their chances have availed themselves spring, and a tally ho coach line will be
— E. G. Hunt’s chicken -picking house at
tutional amendment involved a delay which Samoans threaten to make war on the Gerof the opportunity of n profitableinvest- run from Buffalo Gap to this hotel, in conwould ill accord with the reasonable anxiety
Mason
has been totally destroyed by fire.
which the groat body of the people felt. There mans. The American and British Consuls ment, and have secured homes by home- nection \h the railway train; also, an
This
is
Mr. Hunt's second loss by fire in a
protested
against
the
action
of
the
Germans.
ambulance
will
bo
provided
for
the
carrywere many exigencies which the ponding meastead right and purchase; until nearly all
sure did not cover, but the present exigency it
In February, 1885, the announcement was
ing
of those who are unable to ride iu the
short
time.
completelycovered. It was a temporary bridge made that Germany had annexed these tho land lying near tho railroads has been
taken possession of by actual settlers, and, conch.
thrown across a chasm in order to meet public
Already the tide of emigration has set in,
—The crossing war at Howell led to a suit
demand, and would bo followedin due time by islands, and that its action was in pursuance as a result, we see NortheasternNebraska
an enduring structure over which a long lino of of a secret agreement between the Govern- one of the most prosperous sections in the and as soon as tho frost leaves tho ground
by tho manager of the Detroit Road against
Republican-DemocraticPresidents might march ments of Germany and England. The
West. But lying just beyond is a country in tho spring active operations will be be- the Toledo Company for $50,000 damages
in unbrokensuccession.Mr. Cooper, of Ohio,
officials at the Colonial Office in London
more fertile and possessing more natural gun by tho railroad company in the extenwlio prepared the minority report,protested
to tracks and wires.
against the general principleof the bill- said that they believed that the agitation of advantages, fed by mountain streams, sion of their lines, and a now country will
againsttbe idea of vestingin the person w ho the Australians was only temporary,and
bo
opened
up
to settlers. Regarding the
and rich with mineral deposits.
—The Revolver is a now Michiganpublioccupied the Presidentialchair the ]»ower to that there was a growing feeling both in
Wo know that it is a popular opinion that relative merits of the two cities, Buffalo catiou devoted to the interestsof skating
perpetuate . the buccession. by naming his
Gup
and
Rapid
City,
each
has
advantages
successor. Ho was profoundly doubtful of Australiaami England that Germany would tho best land has been taken, ana that there
rinks. It make some noise, but will do less
the constitutionalityof a provision which would be a good neighbor, and that it was wise to only remain undesirablepatches of arid not possessed by tho other, and it only revest the Presidencyupon a man appointedby give Germany an interest in the Pacific
mains to determine which of these two damage than the rinks.
soil unfit for cultivation. This may be true
lioved it
an outgoing administration. Ho believed
it to
Islands to offset the aggressions of France. of certain sections of tho Northwest, but ambitious cities will ho tho metropolis of
vi ol at
be in violation,
not onlyy of the spirit and letter
-Sheep-killing dogs havo done such
Strangely enough the dispatch announcing cannot be said of a country that lies en- Western Dakota.
of the Constitution, but of the spirit out of which
good
execution in the Township of Frenchthe Constitution rose ; and was unwise legisla- the annexation said that Germany’sproceed- tirely open to settlers, and which will, betion, because it tended to widen the space be- ings were “despite the protests of the Engtown,
Monroe County, that tho dog tax will
Draining
Enormous
Marshes.
fore' the ending of the present year, lie iu
tween the President and the people. If there
lish and American Consuls."
the possessionof those vigilant business
were defects in the present law they should be
not
nearly
pay tho claims already filed for
Fow people are probably aware of
remedied by carefullyconsidered legislation.
men who are always upon the alert to take the great engineering undertakingin losses.
What was worth while for the American ConThis seizuretouches England more nearly advantage of the country opened up by the which Russia has been engaged for
gress to do, was worth doing well. Ho could see
—William Stevans,of Detroit, who cut
no exigency which required red-hot haste in than any other power, because the Samoans building of new lines of railway. Such years, of draining the Pinsk marshes.
passing this measure.
are distant only 400 •miles from tho British opportunitiesdo not often occur, and a man
tho thrbat of his fiancee,Miss Duckwitz,#
Mr. Eden, cf Illinois, defended the bill against Fiji Islands,and contain two of the safest may live his life and not have such chances These are so extensive as to secure
was convicted of murder aud sentenced to
adverse criticism, and pointed out wherein it
special designationon the ordinary map
thrown iu his way as are now offered.
was an improvement over the existing law. The and best harbors in the Pacific. The islands
The Black Hills country, now for the first of Europe, being, wo believe, the only life imprisonment, arfd in ten minutes was
present measure would preserve the country are nine in number, have an area of about
jm anarchy in canes of trouble arising in the 1,400 square miles, and a population
time thrown open to the world by tho exten- case of the kind ; and, in point of area,
on board a train for Jackson.
froi
master of the Presidential succession.
nearly 50,000. The largest island is Upola; sion of railway enterprise,has by its entire are very much larger than Ireland.
—The body of John Davis, unmarried,
Mr. McKinley, of Ohio, gave notice of a subisolation from civilization existed in the Situated on the Russo-Polish confines,
stitnte which lie would offer for the bill. This area, 335 square miles; population, 17,000.
was found tho other day iu tho woods near
substitute preserves the law of 1702, with the On this island is Apia, the capital of the minds of nmfly people only as a myth. Iho they have become famous in Russian
addition cf a provisionthat for the purpose ol group, residence of the King and foreign dl,“tu of the bravo cn»Kr„tac>^nm.d ,
^ a
fot oU maMer
Hobart. He complained of illness, and
having a Speaker of the House of‘ licprearnt-i‘ ejmai
consuls,
and
principal
commercial
town
in
some
distance
_ from there, brought 1 romantjc ohnraoters; and have remkined* started for tho camp for medical treatment.
lives continuallyin office Congress shnll
" con.,
vene on the >th of Mareh next succiodiugthe the kingdom. The soil is rich and country into public notice, and the agitaIt is supposed he was overcome on tho way
elections of Kefrasontutlvescf Congress;and the surface densely wooded. Tho products tion of those times resultedin the opening I an irreclamtable wildernessm the midst
r the
.1. Hills to white settlement,but tho r
^ of
nf a
a rernunormiR
enm-irmwintr region
rflinnn up
nu and frozen.
whenever a vacancy exists either in the office of comprise cocoanut-oil, arrowroot,cotton, of
prosperous corn-growing
President pro tern of the Senate or the Sj oakor
castor beaus, ginger, coffee, tortoise shell, extreme distance rendered it impossible for to within the last few years. In 1870
—If tho first issue of the Lansing Slate
of the House tho President shall convene the
House in which the vuesney exists for the pur- and vegetables. The commerce of the any but the most brave and adventurous to the Russian Government first took in
Republican
is a sample of what is to follow
pose of electing a presiding officer.
island is mostly controlledby a single Ham- go there. All this has been changed, how- hand seriously the abolition of this
Mr. Peters, cf Kansas, regarded the pending
a
very
commendable
paper will be offered.
ever,
with
the
coming
of
tho
locomotive,
burg house, and the protection of that solwild expanse, which, owing to being
measure as unconstitutional, inexpedient,and
and
the Black Hills region to-day, without perpetually more or less submerged
Tho
typographical
appearance
is pleasing,
itary
German
trading
establishment
furimpotent. But for these faults it was a pretty
fair bill. He asserted that Congress had no nishes to the Berlin island-grabber a pre- question, constitutesthe richest district for and covered with jungle growth of forand the whole paper mokes a very good impower to enact a law which violated the intent text for the theft of a whole Polynesian its area in the world. Its gold, silver, tin,
est, prevented not only communication pression. Besides that, tho Republican
of the Constitution, and which in effect declared
kingdom. The inhabitantsare superior in mica, iron, coal cil, its timber, its moun- between Russian districtson either side,
an appointiveofficer should act as Presklent.
“got there" in good shape on the big new*
tains
of
marble,
and
gypsum,
show
it
to
be
It was a flagrant usurpationof the power vested bodily and mental endowments to those of
but also between Russia and Austroin tho people. The best measure on the sub- other parts of Polynesia. They are Chris- the most prolificin resources of any secin its own field.
Germany. Consequently a largo staff
ject, in nis opinion,was tho bill introducediu
tians and mostly Presbyterians. The coun- tion of country on this continent.
1807 providingfor tho meeting of Congress on
— J. B. Corliss, attorney for Rev. Fr,
Lying toward the western limit of the of engineeringofficers and several
try
has
been
under
the
protection
of
the
tho 4th of March each alternate year. That
more
thickly
populated
portion
of
NeKolasinski,
has prepared on appeal in the
thousand
troops
were
drafted
into
the
United
States.
would amply provide against any break in
braska is the town of Valentine,and region, and these have been engaged St. Albert’sChurch case, which is to be at
the lino of succession.
Mr. Seney, of Ohio, believed that the Presiseventy-five miles further west you reach upon the undertaking since. Up to the
once forwarded to Rome. It denies all
dential succession under existinglaw was at
what is known ns the Antelope country, and
SILVER IN THE SENATE.
best doubtful and uncertain. Ho earnestly adpresent time about 4,000,000acres have charges made before Bishop Borgess against
beyond this it is simply magnificent, both
vocated tho passage cf tho pending measure,
been reclaimed, thanks to the construcin* appearance,topography, and richness;
maintainingthat it would remove many danFr. Kolasinski, and charges that the Bishop
tion of several thousand miles of ditches
gers from tho path ttf the Presidentialsuccesami
that
condition
obtains
almost
entirely
Mr. Pugh, of Alabama, Speaks in Faviolated the canon laws in deposing Kolasion.
t(f the State liae between Nebraska and and of canals, so broad as to be navigMr. Rowell, of Illinois, characterizedthe bill
vor of the Dollar of the
Wyoming, as does also a similar condition able for barges of several hundred tons sinski before giving him a hearing.
as a crude one, and suggested that if tho presiding officerof tho Senate was of the sumo
northward from tho Dakota line to Rapid burden. Just now the engineers are
—A fine legal twist will give the Chicago
Daddies.
party as the Executive there would not be the
City and vicinity.
drawing up the programme for next lawyers a “whack" at the Newberry estate.
haste to amend a law which had stood for nineA false idea has gained some credence year, which comprisesthe drainage of
ty-four years. Tho strongestobjectionto the
[Associated Tress Report.]
that this portion of Dakota and Nebraska 850,000 acres by means of the construc- Julia Newberry, daughter of Walter, inherbill, in bis opinion,was that it iwnnittcd the
parly in power to perpetuate that power for an
Mr. Pugh called up Mr. Beck’s silver res- was only fit for grazing purposes, but this
ited $120,000, which she left h) her mother
tion of 120 miles of ditches and canals.
indefinite number of years, os admitted by the
olution,
and
addressed
the
Senate
on
it. ‘ is a great mistake, for some of the
gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. Caldwoll).
Of the 4,000,000acres already reclaim- on condition of her mothqfs bequeathingit
Never before had the American iwoplo been pre- Witti
With fbp
the aid
aid nf
of nil
all the
the lenmino
learning in
in the
the world,
world, finest wheat and oats ever grown in the States ed, 000,000 acres consisted of sheer to some charitable institutionfor women.
has been harvestedin the immediate visented with such n temptationto crime, such a
temptation to anarchy, such a temptation to Mr. Pugh said, the greatest statesmen in the cinity of what is now known as Buffalo bog, which have been converted Mrs. Newberry preferred inheriting the
revolution.
olut
world were still grappling with the money Gap. There seems to be no limit to tho into good meadow land; 900,000 acres money as heir to her daughter instead of
The Dollar of the Fathers.
question at precisely tho same point at which depth or richness of the soil, and, besides of “forest tangle,” which have been taking it under the will, and refrained from
In the Senate Mr. Brown called up Mr. Bock's they began to grapple with it. So far as tho this, tho face of the country is beautiful, prepared for timber purposes by cutleaving it to any charitableinstitution.The
Silver resolutionand addressed the Senate on United States were concerned, there had being just rolling enough to be picturesque, ting down all the underwood and thinChicago Hospital for Women and Children
it. The officers of the Treasury’, ho said, should
never been a time when our paper and metal- yet little of it that is not tillable.
ning the trees ; 500,000 acres of good
treat all public creditors alike; if they paid tho
It
has
been
quite
reliably
reported
that
has
begun suit for the possession of this
forest land— forest oases in the midst
bondholders in gold alone, they should pay the lic currency had been sp sound and henlthy
laborer in gold alone. As to tho accumulation an it was to-day. This condition of during this year the Fremont, Elkhom and of the marshes— hitherto inaccessible,
money, on the ground that it is the kind of
of silver dollars iu the Treasury,Mr. Brown in
affairs, and the premium on our bonds con- Missouri Valley Railroad Company and
but which have been connected, more institution described.— Free Prees.
sisted that it was tho duty of the Secretaryof
stituted a grim satire on the prophecies of tho Sioux City and Pacific Railroad, both
public
the Treasury to pay them out to the pu
less, with navigable canals, and
being
under
control
of
the
Northwestern
—A. L. Williams,who has just died at
the
opponents
of
the
legislation
hitherto
encreditors wheneveranything was due, and if
thereby
with the d stunt markets ; and,
Railway,
will
extend
their
line
to
Fort
Fetthat did not dispose of them, ho should call in acted by Congress on the money ouestion.
Owosso, at the ago of 78 years, was a son of
enough bonds on which the people are paying Nothing more was to be desired,Mr. Pugh terman, Wyoming Territory. Another ex- finally, 2,000,000 acres have been
Oliver Williams, who came to Detroit in
interest to absorb the silver dollars, and
tension. will be made from Buffalo Gap to thrown open to cultivation,although
so stop the interest payments. If the thought, than that the 'banks, bankers and
1805 ns a lake fur trader. Tho senior Wilpublic creditors were paid S0.000.000or Federal Treasury should stand aside and Rapid City, a distance of fifty miles, as only 120,000 acres have been actually
40,000,000of silver dollars their endeavor would allow the Gresham law to have full and will also a line be built from Fremont to occupied up to now. Besides making
liams was captured by the British at Fort
be to keep up the value of silver; if ptid in gold
free operation on our silver currency. He Lincoln, a . distance of nearly fifty the canals and ditches, the engineers Mackinac iu tho war of 1812. At the close
alone their endeavor would be to depreciate tho
miles. Still another branch will have built 179 bridges, bored If 2 wells
value 0/ silver— to make it represent less prop- had much confidence in the practical ideas,
of that war ho removed bis family from Conconstructed, starting westward
erty. If it were said that it was not honest to sound judgment, and integrity of President
from
forty feet to eighty feet deep, and cord, Mass., to Detroit, and resided at tho
direct
pay thorn in silver, on the ground that tho silver Cleveland and his devotion to constitutional from Scribner, in nearly
425 from twenty feet to forty feet, and
dollar whs not sn honest dollar, Mr. Brown
principles.But many Democrats would tine, some sixty miles. It is possible,
corner of Jeffersonavenue aud Botes street
•would reply Cat t it was always honest to pay a
have made a survey of 20,000 square
however,
that
the
last
named
route
may
debt in tho very currenoywhich tho iroditor,by differ with the President on tho money
until 1819. He then removed to Silver Lake,
bear slightly to the northwest, tho geographi- miles of country hitherto unmapped.
his contract, had airaed to take. The creditors question and on details affecting the tariff.
bod secured hov< ral successive changes in the These questions were so far-reaching and cal surface of tho country being more When their task is finished, Russia will Oakland County. Ho bad a large family,
contract, and tho contract as it now stands, was
favorable to its construction. Too much have effaced from the map of Europe all of whom were well-known pioneers of
that the bondholdersshould be paid complicatedin their operation as not to be praise ''annot be awarded to tho enterprise
one of tho oldest and toughest bits of Michigan. The deceased, with his brother,
in gold dollars or silver dollars, at capable of a final solutionsatisfactory to all
the convenience of tho Treasury. Though honest inquirers. He (Mr. Pugh) bad of these railway companies,in thus taking savage nature on the continent, and a B. O. Williams, founded Owosso in 1822. It
they had thus agreed to take payment in either given the President’s message much con- the risk of exploringa hitherto unsettled
few years will suffice to render th* has been their home ever since, although in
gold or silver,they were being paid iu gold
country, and to their exertion alone can be
alone, while everybody else was paid in silver. sideration.bnt was .constrained to differ
Piiisk marshes undistinguishable from
attributedthe brilliant prospect now opened
the meantime A. L. Williams visited mtfhy
This was neitherfair dealing nor common hon- with him in regard to money.
the rest of the cultivated region of the
to
those
who
wish
to
avail
themselves
of
an
esty. Mr. Brown advocated tho issuance of
Mr.’ Pugh quoted figures from tho New
parts of the world. Gardner Williams,
silver certificates to representthe silver in tho York Clearing House to show that only about opportunity to make a substantial start in sources of the Dnieper.— JsTipineermj/.
another brother,residedat East Saginaw, of
Treasury. Every surplus gold and silver dollar,
life.
ho said, not part of tho necessaryTreasury re- 3 per cent, of the clearing house transacwhich city he was the first Mayor. E. 8.
The
Pale,
Wan
Clergyman.
It is not ont of place in this cornection to
serve, should bo put into circulation by a gold or tions wore represented by cash, tho resilver certificate. Instead of having too much mainder being made np principally by give a brief description of Buffalo Gap and
During his recent lecture here in Williams, another brother, now lives in
much silvercoin, business would bo much im- cheeks. Congress was confronted, ho said, Rapid City, the two most important towns
P-astor
(Jonwell’s church, at Berks and Flint. A sister is the wife of tho pioneer
jved if wo had more of it In circulation in the
pro
form of paper certificates.If tho national banks with an officialannouncement that our busi- lying upon this railway lino now pushing Mervine streets, the Rov. T. Do Witt proprietorof the Hodges House, at-Pontioc.
attempt to practically demonetizesilver, said Mr. ness relations had reached a crisis in which its way where others dared not go. Buffalo
Talmage related a little incident that —Free Pretw.
Brown in conclusion, and if the officials who now we must suspend the coinage of silver if we Gap is a village of 800 population, and lies
will bear repeating. He was speaking
represent the people in the differentdepartments
would secure an international ratio between midway between Chadron and Rapid City,
—Don M. Dickinson, the Michigan Demof the Government will not take the matter in
of a brother clergyman who was very
hand, then the people, at their recorringelec- gold and silver. The real point involved, fifty miles distant from each. The site
ocratic politician,is the subject of a hat
thin.
“One
day,”
lie
added,
“as
the
tions, should take it in hand and fill all the de- Mr. Pugh believed,not the suspension, but upon which the city is situatedis a beautipartments of Governmentwith men who will the total stoppage of silver coinage, and if ful second bottom, far above high water, preacher was walking along the street story, says the New York Tribune. He was
apply the corrective and forfeitthe charters of
iu this city aliout a month ago with I. M.
silver coinage were suspendednow, it would three miles from tho Gap proper, and at the near his home he was stopped by a man
such banks as abuse their privllegeB.
Mr. Moxey followed on the some subject. He be a blow that would directlyand .speedily base of beautiful hills which are abont of robust proportions.‘Are you the
Weston, of Grand Rapids. They had a
said tho raid on silverwas a European raid, and lend to the consummation of an organized 1,800 feet high, while the far-reaching val- clergyman living in this neighborhood
room togetherat tho Hoffman House.
if successful would inflict incalculableinjury
on tho United States. The bugbear of sif- conspiracy of capitalists to secure absolute ley of the Beaver, touching the Cheyenne, who the people say is dying of con- When they separated Dickinson started for
peon money- controlor our currency and the regulationof and the Cheyenne River valley are plainly sumption?’ inquired the hearty-looking
ver, so terrifyingto tho Euro;
changers,
no terror for the American tho volume and consequent purchasing visible in the distance.It has a fine agri- 'individual, at the same time taking an Washington and Weston remained here for
Sera, baa
h
people. Tho people of the Sonth were not power. Mr. Pugh believed he spoke for culturalcountry around it. the stock ranges
ample survey of the divine’smeager a day and then went back to Michigan. Just
burdened with silver or nny
SriSfdwlyMW*
the Southern people when . he said of the.CheyenneRiver tributaryto it, and
other money, but If they should by chance find
frame, T don’t know, brother,' meekly before ho went away Weston found in the
themselves hampered by a great weight of sil- that three -fourths of them would to-day, plenty of tine timber within hauling disver they could exchange it for paper certificates, if opportunity were given, vote against tance*. On the 10th of December of last replied the clergyman; ‘but I have room a hat-box and silk hat belonging to
which, when based on coin, dollar for dollar, the proposition to suspend silver coinage. year the railway was finished to the Gap, been preaching the gospel at this Dickiuson. Thinking that it bad been left
were better than coin for active use. Mr. Maxey
weight for fifteen years, and man’s the behind by mistake, he took it with him.
expressedhimself os utterly opposed to an irre- The ptetitionsthat came to Congress favoring and it is reliably estimated that fully 140
deemable paper currency, and declareda fluetu: suspension were all on printed blanks, and houses were erected in the incredibly short time I have conducted funeral services
When he left home a week ago to come East
ating currency inconsistent with healthy trad^ signed mainly by bankers.
space of ten davs after the arrival of the over just such a big, healthy brother as
while u sound currency,based on the precious
with
Mr. Dickinsou he brought the hat with
Mr. Pugh criticised the argumentsof the first railway coach.
you.’ The robust individual said not a
metals and convertible into.coin,was a blessing
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
and
of
the
PresiBuffalo
Gap
is
at
the
present
time
the
him.
At Detroit he found that Dickinson
to civilization. The silver advocates,he conword, but thoughtfully walked away."
tended, repelled the imputationthat . they dent. He inquired whether we were to take terminus of the railway line, but the prohad
started
without waiting for him. When
—PhiladelphiaBulletin.
wanted "to take any advantage of their cred- the mere diction of the President on this posed route lies northward to Rapid City,
he
reached
New
York Dickinsonhad started
itors by paying a dollar debt with an 80-cent
matter, and instated that the executive offi- which is the county seat of Pennington
To find capacity of a cylindrical
dollar. A fouler lie had never been uttered
for
Washington.
In the capital they were
against a brave and industriouspeople. Tho cer* were under obligation to enforce the County, and its location is as beautiful as vessel in gallons, multiply the area in
people know that tho fall of silver was the re- laws of Congress. Why had those laws could be imagined. Lying on the
so busy gettingappointments that he forgot
inches by height in inches and divide
sult of a conspiracyof combined capital to debeen hourly violated?Had Congress abdi- banks of Rapid Creek, a clear, swift
all abont the hat until they got back to tho
Btrqy silver as a money metal and the gamblers
cated its powers to the ExecutiveDepart- stream, it is surrounded by fertile product by 231. To find capacity of a
were but reapingtho fruits of their own folly.
foursided'vessel in gallons, find cubical Hoffman House, in this city, Saturday last.
The suspension of silver coinagewas but an- ment of the Government? Tho national -valleys and picturesquehills, with the
other name for the total stoppageof the coinage,
banks which were fiscal agents of the Gov- mountains and forests of tho great mining contents by multiplying the length, He had faithfully carried it around all this
and such suspensionor stoppage would be ernment, should not, Mr. Pugh thought, have
breadth, and. height in inches and di- time. When he came to mention the fact
fraught with most seriousconsequences to the
vide product by 231.
people. What we needed in our dealings with been allowed to become members of a clearthat he had the hat, Dickinson's face was a
the bondholders,Mr. Maxey Insisted, was a ing house that discreditedthe silver certifipicture, which his reply explained: “That
strong, vigorous enforcement of the contract cates of the Government. The national country Is, without exception, as rich as
Pleasure makes folks acquainted
made with them.
banks had evaded the law of Congress by any in Central Dakota. Tho- forestscon- with each other, bnt it takes trials and hat,” Bold he. “Why, I hove been trying
agreeing that they would not offer silver cer- tain their stores of timber, and so great is
for months to throw that bat away. I left
Miss Cleveland always speaks of her tificatesto the clearing houses, and, there- the supply of pine that it is estimated that griefs to make them know each other.
it here in the Hoffman House, thinking that
brother as “ the President’’
fore, none had been actually refused by the the timber will not be exhausted in half a
Trusting
to
luck
is only another would surely effect my purpose."Weston
century,
and
that
lumber
for
export
mil
Alphonse Dacdet is getting ready to clearinghouse. A New York newspaper, he
name for trusting to laziness.
presented the hat to the porter.
said, had squarely identifiedthe invasion. shortly be made an important industry. The
write a life of Napoleon Bonaparte.
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Use Alfred Wright's perfumes. We
have 22 different kinds from winch you
can
Krkmers & Bangs.

select.

hosiery for Ureraeo it town nouse Are* $5.75; Pei
insular Gas Light Co. 6 Bbis of Gasoline. 128.1; ;
BtekHee & Bos oil. rastebes. etc. for Hose Co. No.
1, $2.54; R. E. Workman, work on hose tower ss
good, reliable,and energetic
per contract.$18.00: R. Kanters A Bone, axe and
pick, hose coupling and noxxle, *li «0: C. De wanted to canvass Holland with a lull
Jough, to paid 4 poor orders, $7 50: John Kruisen- line of Teas. Coffees, and Spices. For
ga, to paid 8 poor orders,$15 00; Telephone Co.,
telephone In conncll room, $10,00; J. R. Klovn, to particulars address with stamp,
Maul’s Tk* House,
librarybook case, at fl. D. Post’s store, $14.00.—
Approved and warrants ordered issued on the
Grand Rapids, Mich.
city treasurer for the several amounts, and that
a ’parate warrant be Issued for each member of the
SLEEPLESS NIGHTb. made miserable by that

Editor.

‘~m Colds.

For Croup.

Notice.

A

Saiurday, January 23, 1886.
I'heks are three times as many telephones in the United States as in all

The Baugatuck and Douglas

people are

lire departmeut.
BB

again trying to secure railroadconnections
with the outside world by

weans of

the

Dewing railway.
Do not

fall

to hear Miss

Anna

Miller

fifteen

years

of age, she plays the violin in o remarkable manner, astonishing and pleating her
audiences.

An exchange very

truthfully,remarks:

*4The local paper is the mirror into which

out what

the outside world looks to find

made of because the business
men who are trying to build up the viltown

is

lage are always representedIn the newsfit?

paper.”
Thk Young

__e

People’s Meeting last Sun-

day evening in Hope Church was largely
attended and full of interest.
every

Sunday evening

at 6:30—

It

occurs

one hour

before the preaching service. It takes
place in the chapel of the church

and

is

conducted by the young men of the congregation. All young people are invited.

I

The Board of Supervisorsof Allegan
County have appointed Supervisor P. C.
Whitbeck

as fish

to look after

warden with instruction

and prosecute all

violations

of the laws in regard to fishing with
illegal

yoo.

,

at

,

1

For Rheumatism.

Doctor Thomas’ EclectricOil.

A Scientific Hairont or
Invigorating Shampoo.

;

Spent Fifty Dollar*

In

any time.

The committeeon poor reportedpresenting the
SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cure is
semi monthly report of the director of the poor sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
and said committee,recommending $28 00, for the For sale at Yates A Kane.
.A
support of the poor for the two weeks ending Feb—
ruary 8rd, 1896, and having extended temporary
W'hy cough?
relief can he ob
aid to the amount of $19. 50.— Approved and warWhite’s Pulmonary. Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
rants ordered issued on the city treasurer for the tslned
fashion.
several amounts.
Price 90 cents per bottle.

HAIRDRESSING

Tuesday evening, though but

a

A Good Clean Shaye.

terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for

PORTS OP BTAHDINQ COMIIITTMS.

-

yon can get a

49.31

Europe.

For Neuralgia.

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

man

SPECIALTY.

Pembroke, N.

when

by using

The Committee on Poor

also

reported the follow-

49-tf

Krkmers & Bangs.

A

Our customers speak highly of Ely’s FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
Cream Halm and are using it extensively.
W. BAUMG ARTEL.
There is a growing demand lor it. As n
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1885.
catarrh euro it has genuine merit. It

u

!

meets the public want.
49

the Palent Medicines advertised in
Paper, for sale at the lowest prices,at
J . O. Doesburg

49-4t

$eur ^dvertwements.

IFIEjOIFIj'E’S

Nat tha Largest Daily Circulation in America.
Its Issue for the year 1884 averaged
125,178 copies daily, and it is now regularly printing over 130,000 papers a day.
The magnitude of this unequaled circulation is licst appreciatedwhen it is said
that it exceeds the circulationsof all other

Chicago

Meat Market.
D. M. COPPOCK, Prop.

dailies

It.

For severe Toothache and Neuralgia of tbe
head, I used TA,mat' Eclectric Oil. This U,
rertamly the best thing! ever knew for the rehef of pain of any kind. The
is never
never whowithc house
uuure u
out it." Mrs. A. M. Frank, 177 Tupper Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
'

106

“

“Have trS^ilJJ'lSJiSr J>// for croup
and colds, and find u the best remedy I have
W"-K,y’

The Chicago Daily lews

^

04
Can Depend On

Krkmers & Bangs.

All
this

1 ou

_
"

ing:

Gkntlejikn:— Your committee to whom was referred the petitions of Wm. H. Doming, Mrs.
Marinns Van Rysel and Pieter Van Leeuwen asking that their taxes bo remitted, would hereby report that they have examined into the circumstances of the persons.namedand recommend th.t
their taxes excepting special taxes, be remitted.—
Adopted and warrants issued on the city treasurer
for the moneys as follows: Wra. H. Doming $22.57,
Mrs. Van Rysel, $5 30, Pieter Van Leenwon, $11.78.
The Chairmanof Committeeon Fire Department presenteda communication from Shelby.
Mich., inquiring regarding the sale of both hand
engines, conditions, terms, Ac.— Referred to the
committee on fire departmentwith power to sell
No. 1 hand engine on such terms as In their judgment was to ins best Interestof the city.
By the Committee on Order and Police:— Gentlemen:— Your committee to whom you referred
the communication of the Mayor, referring to a
violation of the police regulations,and the cueing
of saloonson legal holidays, etc., report that
they have investigatedthe matter referredand find
that Jacob De Feyter, deputy marshal, while on
duty and in the absence of the city marshal played
cards, December 25th. 1885, with others in a room
adjoining the saloon of R.
Hunt situated on
Eighth street, in the cuy of Holland,and would
recommend that the said Jacob De Feyter beielleved and discharged from further duty as deputy
city marshal,and that the city marshal be requested to name some other person to fill the oflice
of deputy city marshal lathe place of Jacob De
Feyter discharged.The report was signed by
M. W. Rose and L. T. Kanters, L'ommittee.Adopted and the reoommendationaordered carried

Y.

doctoring for rheumatiun,before I tiled
Thomas' EcltdricOil. Used a so^ent bottle of
thu medicine,and got out in one week. For burns
and iprams it is excellent.’lJas. Durham, East

510

30
. Worked Wonders.

„„
My

daughter was very bad off on account of
a cold,and pain in her lungs. Dr. Thomas'
Uetrtc Oil cured her m twenty-four hours. One
of the boys was cured of sore throat. Thu mediane has worked wonders in our fanulv."Al.
vah Pinckney, Lake Mahopac, N.
’

Ec

Y.

f\ Clue Detroit paper

1

combined. Taking from

the three standard newspaper directories-Ayer <& Son’s Annual, Rowell'sDirectory
and Hubbard's Directory—the quotations
which most nearly represent the actual
circulations of the Chicago press, the

following diagram correctlyillustrates
their relative positions as to extent of
circulation.

Having opened a new Meat

ont.

nets. It seems to us that if the

MESSAGE from the matob.
Holland. Mtch., Jan. 18, 1886.
plan works well and stops the fishing it
Gentlemen:—I deem the late flr? of the old
should be tried here in Ottawa County.
town house a proper occasion for a few suggestions.
Tbe rather mysteriousorigin thereof, proceeded
The Holland City News devotes over by several similar attempts, and the past Insuffi-

Market at No.# 50, Eighth
Ten Hagen’s building,

street,

ciency of the building for the purposes for which It

three columns to an entertainingdescrip- has been used, Its ago. and other considerations to I desire to inform the people
tion of the celebration of Christmas in the which your attention will be called,should all be
taken Into account before any steps are taken by of Holland and vicinity that I
churches and Sabbatn-schools ot Holland, you in repairing or replacing it. One other reason
against repairing the wreck, even If this were
prepared to furnish
Mich. It is manifest that the good people otherwise considered as practicable,is the condiof that city are proficient in decorative tion of the east wing of the building used as a city
lock up. At the time this was put up It may have
the choicest meats the
art, as well as in framing and executing answered the object. Our own experience of late,
however,ie that in mest cases of desperate roughs,
excellent programmes. The First Church it is insufficientand requires extra watchmen, sll markets affords.
shall enheld its exercises in the College chapel. of which has been a constant source of expense to
tbe city and is likely to remain bo; I have also
The missionary boxes of the Sabbath- been informedthat tbe foundationof tbe addf- deavor to at all times supply
tlon is giving away. If tbe generally prevailing
scbool were opened, ami it was found that suspicion,is correct,it constitutes another very
customers with everything
fl02 bad been accumulated during the weighty objection to continue the present quarters
•ss city jail, in addition to this the local agent
to be for sale at a
year for missionary purposes.— CArwitan representingthe Insurancecompany, objects to that
continuing Uie risk, presumably upon the grounds
IntsUigencer.
above given. For both fire departmentand police
first-class Meat Market.
purposes,we need something more substantial
A year or two ago Holland City people than an old or repaired frame building.For more
had a spasm of virtue in the way of enforc- than one reason each of the fire companies,which
nntll now have been quartered in the old building,
ing the law against the fish pirates who should have a separate place for meeting. In connection with the ab6ve I would suggest that In
infest Macatawa bay and capture tons of case • more suitableand permanent building
fish with nets. But they have lapsed into should be decided upon by you, to drst make inDAVID M. COPPOCK.
quiries at what price • site in that immediate
Indifference again, for the News says vicinitycould be proenred. If this could be oh
Holland, Mich., Jan. 21, 1886.
talned at a reasonable figure, which I do not doubt,
“fiik by the wagon load are being caught U might be well to abandon the present location
with nets in Macatawa bay and are being and restore the Park to the purposes for which it
was originallyset apart, if this be n.it done an
•old in thg country. There are also some der the present favorable clrcnmstances, it ie not
LIBHT
likely that It will be eflectedfor years to come, unshipments mode abroad. The price less at a greatly increasedcost, while at the same
obtained is four cents per pound for sun- time this change might also be made the occasion
to move the present storage place of gasoline to
fish and six cents for black bass and pick- the more isolatedsquare on Fish street, between
and Thirteenth streets, where it would be
erel. Next season's angling here will Twelfth
safer and not jeopardise any shade trees as well ss
other
property.
The above suggestionsare made
not be made better by this wholesaleviowith a view not only of promoting the future safelation ot a common franchise. " That ty of life and property to the people of the city,
such a state of affairsshould be tolerated but also because ther have a direct bearing upon
the matter of insurancerates, and the enforceIs a crying disgrace to the Holland City ments of our policeregulations.To say the least,
tbe subject is worthv of our consideration and I
people. Intelligentselfishness, if nothing would recommend that a carefnl estimatebe prebetter,should cause them to maintain all pared aa to tne amount that would be involved in
carrying oat the shove suggestions, before any acthe attractionsof the grand bay, and one tive steps are taken, this will enable both yourself and the public to judge Intelligently
as to Its
of the greatestof these is its excellence as
R- Kanters, Jfoyor.
—Referredto the Committee on Ways and Messs.
a fishing ground.—
Qazdte. •
COMMUNICATIOEB FBOM C1TT OFFICERS.

am

them

with

I

my

ought

GIVE ME A GALL!

RUNNIM^I

i^THE

possibility.

West

Olive Items,

for

week fora car load of wood... Aknouwcimnts:Quarterly meetingJan. Si and 25. Sabbathschool
As usual. Prayer meeting Thursday evening,

Lake Shore Gleanings.
Correct Brother Wesleyan. If yon are Ignorant

Uphold ignorance and condemn those who arc educated. But by all means don't change your mind
and try to join the MethodistChurch ..... The ice
in Lake Michiganextends out about ore-half mile.
.. .Mr. G.W. Joscelyn while unloadingwood in
town last Monday fell from the load and sustained
quite severe injuries. No bones broken, however,
and we hope soon to see him around again...
Bertha Brown was victoriousat thespelllngschool
laat Friday night....Mn. Wordridge, of Lake Co.,
ia visitingher parenta,Mr. and Mrs. Eddy.... Elder Mowray's horse was driven from here to Cedar
Springslaat week by an Angel....Judging from
appearancesone of onr wldowa (a tired of trod •
ding life's weary pathway alone.— Consequences
will soon
"Yoo Know.”

follow.

Found I that West's Cough Syrup is tbe
best for coughs, colds, and all throat sod
lung diseases. All druggists.

,

[orncuL.j

Common

B;

W:

m

„

-

.

'

equal

PERFECT SATISFACTION

M

Heme Serai Kacie Co.

—ORANGE, MASS.—

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,IA 8t. Louis, Mo.
Atlanta,

Ga.

Dallas,

Tex.

San Francisco,*CaL

Meyer, Brouwer k Go,

When

yon visit or leave

New York

first-class

hotel in the

Intelligent, thoughtful, honest people,

who

love country more than party.

THE CHIGAB0 DAILY NEWS
and to the point ” paper. It
believes that newspaper reading is but an
la a “ short

incident of the day, not

say

it in tbe shortest possible

and

manner.

It is a clean paper, fit for the family
circle. It is a cheap paper— 2 cents per
day, 12 cents per week, 50 cents per month,
$6.00 per year. Sold by all news dealers
throughoutthe Northwest. Mailed to any
address, post paid, upon receiptof price.
Where the facilities of a daily mail are

Genuine Cyclone
going on In tbe stock of

at

tbe atore of

- -

Michigan.

B. WYNHOFF,
Diess Goods, Table Linens,

Health is Wealthl

Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc., In endless variety.
A

fnll and

complete line of

CROCKERY

15-ly

always on hand.

$oticcjs.
Wan's Nntv* and

Biain Treat-

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Cloaks Below Cost.

Haadacho,Nervous Prostrationcaused by the use
1! Hals and Fancy Feathers at 50 cents of alcohol or tobacco, Wokefulnaaa,Mental Dopreesion, Softeningof the Brain resultingin toon the Dollar for cash at
sanity and leadingtq. misery, decay and death,
L. & 8. Van Drn Berge.

our.

Needle Gas Lamp.

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
for $5j)(X sent by mail prepaidon receipt of pnoe.
both as to quantity of oil
WE GUARANTEE MIX BOXES
used and the amount of light
To cure any case. With each or^rreceiTedbyaa
for six boxes, accompanied with $5X0, we will
which they give. Call and
eend the purchaser onr written guaranteeto re.
in either sex, Inv

Try Kreraers & Banga* condition pow- orrhcea caused byover-oxertionof
ders. 15c per package or 25c per pound. It abase or ovar-indulgenco. Each box contains
onamonth’a treatment $1.00 a box, or six boxes

We

Are Selling

!

The celebratedRockford Mens' Shoes
In Congress, Buttons and Balls atylea.

This is tbe best $8 00 Shoe in the market. fund the money if the treatmentdoea not effect
We also have a full line of first class shoes ft cure. Gnaranteee ieenedonlyby
JOHN
to OO,
all styles from other houses, which we
862 W. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILLS.,
sell at reasonable prices.
Bole Prop's W«t'a livar Pllli.
L Spiuktsma & Son.
51-ly
Ho’land, Mkb.( Jan. 21,
7-ly.

a WEST

im

delivered

•

Notice to Teachers.

The Ottawa County Board of School Examiner*
will meet at the followingnamed time* and
place*, during the *pring of 1886. for tbe purpose
of examining applicants for teachers’ certificates:

Friday, Xaroh

12, at

Hadionvile.

Friday, Xaroh 26, Grand Haven. Regular.

Friday, April 16, at Ooopenville.
Each sessionwill open promptly at 9 a. m.

The Chicago Weekly

City, save

K. C.

*TTWF. EVENING JOURNAL la

Cabbixb at 10 Ont* jwr W«*kt or eent
by Mail at the rate of SB.©© pur Yufti-, po*t*? a preoald.
DY

The Bo»rd urgentlyrequests that all applicant^
be provided with cerl Ideates of good moral character,thpfe from school boards where last employed as teacher being preferable.
All grades are requeated to be prepared for exnot enjoyed
amination on school law. For second grade In adNews is recommended as “ the next best.” dition to other branchea,book-keeping and philosophy will be required; for first grade, algebra
and English literature.
Only third-grade certificates
will be granted at
ly cir
tbe special sessions of the Board.
largest “dollar weekly” in America.
By order of the County Board of School Examiners.
U equal to the beat.
48-151 MRS. A. V.
Sec’y.

CARPETS. ETC.

D*

THE EVENING JOURNAL

CLEAN mid posses*** Featuresof SPECIAL
INTEREST TO LADIES.

1*

chief business.

its

It accordinglyleaves to the “blanketsheets” the. monopoly of tiresome and
worthlessamplification.It seeks to say

Dry Goods & Groceries..

50-flm

city.

'\s$ocu\\eA W'mm*

THn EVENING JOURNAL’S

IN

IMPORTANT.
Baggage,Kxpresaage, and Carriagehire and stop
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Graild Central Depot.
Elegantrooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, ataget, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for leas
money at the Grand Union hotel thaii at any other

PUBLISHES THE FULL DAY

THE EVENING JOURNAL’S

Furniture, Wall Paper,
Holland,

AND

IN MICHIGAN THAT RECEIVES

THE EVENING JOURNAL

!•

DEALERS

THE ONLY AFTERNOON PAPER

WEATHERWAX,

TUN

rants ordered Issued ou the city treasurer for the
severalamounts.

The following bills for hose, as per contract,were
ordered paid: UuiutPerchaA Rubber Co., 200 feot
Baker Fabric Patent Cotton Hose ® 70c, $14000:
E. G. Bindley A Co., 250 feet No. 8 Cable Hose Q
68c, $173 HO; C. G. Carleton A Co., 250 leet Union
Cotton Steam Fire Engine Hose ® 77c, $192.50.
W. H. Beach petitioned for a renewal of license
for hay acale.-Uranted
and license to be isiued to
first Monday in June.
Connell adjourned.
GEO. H. 8IPP, CHv (Atrk.

a complete

It is a daily paper for bH«»y people.

has no

IT IS

this State.

newspaper in all that constiniSPjftLTCHES.'
American j-mmalism.
It is n member of tho Atsociated Prut,
and is the only 2-cent paper in the West
Reoulvesa greater number of TELEGRAMS
that possessesthis first essentialto a comFROM TliE STATE than any other pape: in
Detroit.
plete news service. In addition, it has its
own private wire (by lease from the
Western Union Telcgnph Co.) connecting
Reports of the Detroit. Toledo, Chicago and
its Chicago office with New York aim
Now York GRAIN AND STOCK MARKETS
Washington, at both of which points it
are mot e completenud cover up to a later hour
than those 'is ccntemporan*.
has its own news bureaus. The Chicago
(This is an important itr.v for the fij sinew Men
Daily News prints all the news.
and Fanners 0/ Michtyan locuiisiuer.)
It is an independentpaper. It recognizes the utilityof politicalparties ns
means for the accomplishment of proper LOO AT NEWS Is Bright ard Accurate: Its
EDIIORTALS are Independent, Couipieboaends, but it declines to regard any mere
party as a fit subject for unquestioning nivu ai.'i 1 culled.
adoration. It solicitsthe patronage of

to

SEWING-MACHINE

PAPER publishedIn

tutes the best type of

Council.

Hoilahd, Mich., January 10. 1680.
The Common Connell met In regular sear ion and
was called to order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mavor Kanters, Aldermen
Bose. De Boo, Kanters, Bertach, Ter Vree, Bangs,
and the 'clerk.
Minutes of the last meetingwere read and approved.
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTSMr. J. Dykema, In behalf of the HollandChristian Refonned Church, petitioned that a streetlantern be placed on tbe corner of Market and
Bleventh streets.—Referred to the Committee on
btreete and Bridges.
Tbe following bills were presented for payment:
Bade Bose Co. salariescl members, 107.®: Protection Hose Co. salariesof members. |7o 41 ; Star
Hook and Ladder Co. salariesof members, $84 95;
B. Yanpell 15 cords stove wood for city poor,
VsnpeU paid one poor order. $1.75; H.
«,$»
________ m,t5.l .
lose Co. No, 2, $.80; K.
r Hose Co. No. 2, 55c;
fur
Site

The following bills having been approvedby the
Board of W ater Commisalouers were directed to
Common Council for payment:Telephone Co.,
telephoneat waier works, $10.00: T. Keppel,two
barre s of lime, $2.80: Kremera A Bangs, paints,
oils, etc., $2.31 ; Kamperman A Boa, work on hydrants Jau. 13 and 14. $3 50; John Lous, work on
Temhetreet pipe, $1,25; R. E. Werkman, cord
wood, lumber, etc.. $39 65.— Approved and war-

THE CHICAB0 DAILY NEWS
is

all that the reader should care to read,

The city marshal reported the collectionof $5.40

tanning of water mains, $99.40 from water rates
Mr. J. Bedell went to Grand Haven to attend and 88 80 for sidewalk repairs,with receiptof city
Coart on Tuesday ..... Miss Walkley spent the Sab- treasurer.—Filed.
The Secretary of Star Hook and Ladder Combath at her home in Grand Haven ..... Mr. Monjar
panny reported the names of tbe following persons
finished moving his honse last Monday ..... Mr. T. as having resigned as members of said company:
Kspple of yonr city visited os Wednesday. ...Mr. W. Zeeh. A. Zuldema, G. Ballard, u. Kamuraad;
O. Tremble visited Grand Rapids Thursday and also that Thomas Bishop had been electedas member of said company subject to the approval of the
bought a stock of goods for his store ..... Sleighing Common Council: also tha*. the annual certfilcates
is good and the fanners are making good are of it. of membernhlpbe isaued - Approved and the
....Mr. William Avery spent a few days here this Clerk Instructed to Issue certificates.

From these figures it appears lhat the
circulationof Thk Chicago Daily News
exceeds the combined circulations of all
the other Chicago dailies by 19. 8’i3 copies
daily. The reasons for this phenomenal
success are obvious :

HIE DETROIT EYENIHO JOURNAL
Hm been Gbkatlt Improved during the pant
Bix months and is now THE BEST EVENING

see them.

_

Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage made bv Herman A. Wlegmink
and Minnie .Wlegmink,bis wile, of Blendon township, Ottawa county, Michigan,to Gillea Wabeke,
of Zeeland, Ottawa county, Michigan,dated December third, 1881, and recorded in the office of tho
Register of Deeds, for tho Count j of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, on the fonrteenth day of December A. D.1B31,in liber 17 of mortgages,on
page 87, on which there la claimed to he doe at
the date of this notice the snm oi two hundred
and twenty-aix dollarsand thirty-three cents,and
the legal attorney’sfee provided for In said mortgage, and no salt or proceedingsat law having
been tnstltntedto recoverthe moneys seenredbj
said mortgage, or any part thereof; now, therefore,
by vlrtne of the power of sale contained In said
mortgage, and the statute In each case made and
provided, notice la hereby given that on Monday,
the 28th day of March, A. D. 1888, at 11 o’clock in
the forenoon, I ahall eell at public anctlonto the
highest bidder, at the front door of tbe coart
honse in the city of Grand Haven, that being the
place where the Circuit Court for Ottawa county
ie holden, the premisesdescribedin said mongage, or so mnen thereof as may be necessary to
pay tbe amonm due on aald mortgage, with eight
per cent Interest,and all legal coats, together with
the legal attorney’sfee covenanted for therein, tbe
premises being described In said mortgage as all
that ceruin tract or parcel of land, sitnate In the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
known and deacrlbcd aa follow*; The north west
five-fourth*(54) acree of the west fraction*! half.
(w.fr. H) of tbe north west quarter IN. W«XI of
section
(80) township numbered six (6)
______ thirty ($0)
north of range fourteen (14) west.
Dated, Holland. Jannary 6tb, A. D. 1886.
GILLR8 WABEKE, Mort|
prtgagee.
Girbit J. Dina* a. Attorney for (ortiragee.

M

Shu

taken th«k*4ta
that class of
remedies, and has given
almost universal ututec-

©Mutes of

URPHY BROS,.

-

ParK, Tet
lavor of

* ranks

Goods delivered free of charge,
B.
Holland.June

14.

1882

WYNHOFF.
For lale at tbe drug store of U. Walsh

Gkureh Items with the Service* tor
To-morrow.

Dutch Etiquette.

First Reformed Church, services at
I have do Idea of attemptine to tell anything new about Holland and Mm* Dutch, 9:80 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
but there are tome things about domestic 8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the

woman Third Reformed Church, on

etiquette and the like that only a

-

would

notice, of

which

are just

may

which I

at7:80

write, and

At the Central Drug Store will he found
a full stock

of pure drugs, patent medl-

prices.

cinis, paints,oils and varnishes at lowest

THE CENTURY, lUT.DeMEKELL,

49-tf

—

For 1885-86.

detier

in—

ARB TOU MADE

miserable by Indigestion
s mv remarkable
f vuimi Interest
lutv* vr** in
a u the
iuu War
w »» Papers and
The
Constipation. Dlwlness,Loss of Appetlfc. Yellow
«rtal featThursday, Skiti f Hhlloh’s Vltallteris a poaltlre core. For in the manv timely articles and etrong serial
ures published recently In the Century haa given
Sate by Yates ft Kane.

GIIMTE AND MMBIE

i

that maffaxioo a regular circulationof

MONUMENTS,

CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
MORP. THAN 800,000 COPIES MONTHLY
Hope Reformed Church— Services at Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh's Core. For sale
what "Our Dutch" pracAmong the featuresfor the coming volume, which
by Yates ft Kane.
tised. The man is "lord of all" in Hol- 10:80 a. m. , and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
begins with tbe November number, are:
THE WAR PAPERS
land; the woman is almost without a at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker .lones,
Golden Seal Bitters ia meeting with
BY GENEKAL GRANT AND OTHERS.
shadow of estimation.The typicalDutch- Pastor. Subjects,Morning, "The Chris- grand succesa wherever used. It la an
There will be contlnned, mortof them illuitratcd,
man hasn't a particle of the chivalrous tian Zealot;" Evening, "Patience under article ot great merit. Every family untii tbe chief events of tbe Civil War have been
should have it in the bouse. It is the described by leading participantson both aide.
about him, and abounds in the arts of reproaches."Congregationalsinging. coming family medicine.
The “Recollections of a Private"and special All
war papers of an anecdotal or humorona character
slighting. He is a sort of a bear, tame Opening Anthems by the choir. Weekly
THAT HACKING COUGH can be to quickly will bo featuresof tho year.
and good-natured,but still full of the praise and prayer meeting Thursday at cured
by hhUoh’aCure. We guarantee it.
SERIAL STORIES BY
brulo element. His countrywomen, are 7:80 p. m. All are welcome.
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath W. D. HOWELLS, MARY HALLOCK FOOTE,
secured by Shtloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
AND GEORGE W. CABLE,
actually afraid of him, especially when
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D. cents.
Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates ft
Mr. Howell's aerial will be In lighter vein than
outside their own door. The Dutch wo- tfroek, Pastor. Services at9:30a. m., and Kane.
“The Rise of Silas Laphnm." Mrs. Foote'sis a
storyof mining life,and Mr. Cable's a novelette
man lives in constant fear; ana when she 2 p. ra. Sunday School at 8:45 p. in.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
of the AcadiansofLoulsaua. Mr. Cable will also
is out on the street she acts as if she was
contribute a series of papers on Slave songs and
-

-

k
kinds of Building

made to order.

Work

Cemetery

Sublects: Morning, "Psalms, hymns, and
afraid that her ursine brothers were going spiritual songs In public worsh'p." Afterto bite, paw or hug her. Not that the noon, "The gracious gospel invitationexmen are dangerous, for rarely is it heard tended to all men."
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
that the bears have bitten. Look out on
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 1:30 p. m. Sunthe street, and you will see that the ladies
day school at 8:15 Subjects: Morning,
walk in the road and the gentlemenon the "How long shall thy vain thoughts lodge
sidewalk. Always so, no matter how within thee!" Afternoon: "Operation,
muddy or dusty the road Is, or how many necessity and fruits of regeneration
Holland Christian Ref. Churoli— Serteams are passing. Watch them, and you
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
cannot help but notice that the gentlemen
MetliodistEpiscopal Church-Rev. H. D.
and ladies never speak to each other on Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.
the street. That would be a breach of and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
etiquette.Even when a man meets his Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
wife he is not permitted to asa what he Morning, Quarterly meeting, preaching
by Presiding Elder, J. J. Bnel. Evening:
shall bring home for dinner! The gentleTemperance lecture by pastor.
man bows first, the same as in France, and

may have bows from any number
of men whose name she does not even
know. And the bowing is a marvel! The
a lady

Wen

Michigan Railway.

Taking Effect Sunday, Nov. 29,

-

way work about

of

Include “A Tricycle Pilgrimageto Rome," lllns
truted by Pennell; Historical Papers by Edward
Eggleston and others; Papers on Persia, by S.
Benjamin; Astronomicalarticles,practical and
popular, on “81det;cal Astronomy;" Papers on
Christian Unity; Papers on Manual Education, by
various experts, etc.

M'tl
Mull Exp. Exp. Mix.

00
2 85

12

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
p.m.

Will be kept np to the standard which has made
tho Centuryengravings famous the world over.

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

-

BIST &

7 25
15
1 35
2 55
5 20

uiloiTui ? L-

10

off their

hats

to

m. p.m.

Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.

FROM GRAND

one

another and profoundly bow. Your
friend’s coachman or lackey does the same
toward you as bis master does, and the

A

pretty women is not as likely to break

woman’s heart as Dr. X. Stone’s Bron-

a

™ :

chia] Wafers are to cure a

cough.

25c.

A

lady

is

bowed to by

She

said

:

last October.

year's subscriptionbeginning with November,
1885. for $8 for the whole. A subscription, with
tbe 12 numbers bound In two handsome volumes,
$7.50 for the whole. Back numbers only (applied

PUKE JDKUaS,
OIOARS,
PERFUMERIES,
TOIIiBT ARTICLES,
PATENT MEDICINES

there prices with subscription!.

her father, husband or brother; and your

housemaid's friends as well. Every

man

bows to the house of his lady acquaint-

body
cess

to

25
11 15
11 20
11 55
10

kneel and proclaim her a prin-

among customers, and

so site

went

3
4
4
4

30
20
25
55

FROM MUSKEGON TO

on, slightly subduel: “And I want to

p.

match it. Now.

m.ia. m.

30 6 35 8
6 30 6 30 9
6 40 6 35 9
7 15 7 10 10

+5

......

•.• •

• •

its

Treatment of Frost-bittenFingers
.

and Toes.

‘

Dr. Lapatin.in the Proceedingsof IheUaucarian Medical Society, advises that fingers

To all who are suffering from the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., I
will send a recipe that will cure you,

FREE OF CHARGE.

This great remedy

was discovered by a missionaryin South
and toes which have been slightly frost- America. Send a self-addressed envelope
bitten, and which subseqnently sufter from to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
20-ly
burniog, itching,and pricking sensations, New York

City.

should be painted, at
ward twice

first once,

and

after-

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

a day, with a mixture of dilute

The

best salve in the world for Cuts,
nitric acid and peppermint water in equal
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
proportions. After this application has Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,’ Chilblains,
been for three or four days, the skin be- Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivecomes darkened and the epidermis Is shed, ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It it
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
healthy skin appearing under it. The money refunded. Price 25 cents per box
cure is effected in from ten to fourteen For sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and Afl
days. The author has found this plan De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

who

Kidneys, or any

disease of the urinary organs, or whoever
requires an appetizer,tonic Cr mild stimulant, will always find Electric Bittersthe
best and only certain cure known. They
act surely and quickly, every bottle guaranteed to give entire aatiafactionor umney
retunded.Sold at fifty cents a bottle by

H.

Walsh.

____

A New Tanning Agent.
The

discovery of a safe and efficient tan-

PLUMBING

Leading Feature! for 1885-0.
atory by Francis Hodgson Burnett.The
first long story she baa written for children.
A ChristmasStory by W. D, Howels. w itb humorous picturesby his little daughter.
George Washington,by Horace E. Bcuddcr. A
novel and attractivehistoricalserial.
Short atoriesfor girls by Lonlsa M. Alcott. The

A

ESTIMATES

serial

for

WATER PIPES

The Candy Country— in November.
New Bits of Talk for young folks, bv H. H.
This aeriesforms a graciona and fittingmemorial
first—

for all parties dealring the

p. rn.

a.

m.

45 L Toledo A 11 10
6 40 . Dundee.. 10 10
5

04 .. HriUon .. 9
09 .Ridgeway. 9
16 .Tecnmseh. 9
...Tipton... 9
45 ...Oneted.. 9
09 ..Addison.. 8
825 .. Jerome.. 8
8 32 ..Moscow.. 8
8 42 ..Hanover.. 8
8 53 ..Pulaski.
7
9 15 ...Homer .. 7
9 44 ..Marshal) . 7
9 57 ...Cereeco.. 6
10 15 .BattleCr’k 6
7
7
7
7
7
8

V

..

46
42
82
17
05
43
26

20
09
57
88
06
49
30

Augusta..

..Yorkville
..Richland

p.
5
4
3
3
3
3

m.

aa the ordinary

oak

bark, and that io all

essential* it is superior to such bark in the

manufacture of leather.It has now been

In use for this purpose a

considerable

time, proving beyond question Us superior

adaptedness,while in respect to cost, as

compared with bark,
wantages over the

-

-

it has

immense

ad-

latter.
«•»»

Poems, shorter contributions, and -departments
will completewhat the Rural New Yorker caila
the beat magazine in the
.

world.

THE CENTURY CO„Nei#York.

308
2
2
2
2

45
28
21
10
1 59
1 38
1 14
1 02
12 44
12 27
12 20
’2 15
11 43
11 35
11 30
11 20
n. m.

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

.

.MontUth..

—

Fall Opening.

Iron, Potash, and the best vegetable alteratives, render Ayer’s Sarssparilla un-

Van Patten

Sons.

equalsd as a blood medicine.

DOMESTICS.

the^

FUR CAPS.

Son.

FOR LAME BACK.

Rifle

or cheat nae ShUoh’i

Porns Plaster. Price *5 cents.

southwest quarter (X) of th« northeast quarter (X)
of section three (8). town five (5) north of range
sixteen (16) weal, lying ra the town of Holland,

w.

jobcklyn.
Mortgagee

Holland, Michigan, November 4, A. D. 1885.

...

VAN LANDKGEND ft KIRKH07,
Holland, Mich., Jnne

19,

1MB.

FRESH GROCERIES.
G.

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Sept.

The fatal rapidity wirli which aliffht
Colda and Coughs frequently develop
into the gravest mu ladle* of tno throat
and lung*, is a considerationwhiclt should
Impel every prudent person to keen at
hand, aa a nouaehold remedy, a bottle of

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
Nothing clue gives auch immediate rellei
and worka ao sure a cure In ail affection*
cf thia claaa. Tlutt eminent phvfidan.
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick,Me., aaya:—
“Medical science ba* produced no other anodyne expectorant ao good a* Arxa'a Ch**RT

PacTOJUL.Ill*

invaluable for disease*of the
throatand lunga."

The same opinion ia expreaaed by the
well-Known Dr.L. J. Addiaon, of Chicago,
111., who aaya
“I have never found. In thirty-five yean of
continuou* tudy and practice of medicine,any
preparation of ao great value aa Atib's CHISIIT
Pectoral, for trenUnentof dleeaae* of the
throat aod lunga. It not only breaks upeokU
and cures severe cough*, but is more effective
than anything else in relievingeven the _ moet
aeriotta Bronchial and pulmonary affectiona,”

—

and*a fall stock of
The true remedy has at last been dis- eqnlty having been institutedto recover the debt
or any (iaH Mtercol secured by said mortgage, n~covered. It was long known in his prac therefore,by virtue of the power of saio In
tice as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food for Consump- mortgagecontained, and of the atatnte in snch
tion. It is now called Dr. Pete’s 85-ceot case made and provided,notice is hereby given
,
Cough Cure. It is the Barest, the surest that on
Firrt day of Fofenuuy,
1886,
and the best. No other Cough, Cold, and at one o'clock In the afternoon of t-ald day. at tbe We have a new stock of HATS, and a fall line of
Consumptionremedy is half its equal. frort door of the coart honee of Ottawa county.*
We warrant it and will promptly reluod Michigan. In the city of Grand Haven, in said
county, there will be eoid at public auction or venthe money paid for it if a beneficialeffect dne. to the highest bidder, tbe premises In said
is not experiencedby the time two-lblrda mortg tge described, or so much thereof ae will
of tbe contents of the bottle is used. Sold satisfy said debt and tbe Interest and expense of
thia advertisement and sale, vli.: The eonth«aet
We aieo keep at all times a completeline of
by H. Walsh &
50-4t quarter of tbe northwest quarter(X) and the

Liver complaint,yon

pot In and repaired.

A Safeguard.

alsti.

FOR DYSPEPSIA and

kinds of

ATTENTION

ered upon Golden Beal Bitters.Why,

have a printed guaranteeon every bottlecf Shiloh’s Vitalixer. It never fail* to cure. For sale
by Tales ft Kane.

All

Give ns a call*

and others.

Mortgage

properties to be about three times as great

npjreaidancea for

G,Leiand,Henry Eckfory, LieutenantSchwatka,

lo
15
52
47
37
22

1 1

practical use has demonstratedits tanning

fit

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS, Ete.

TOWNS

such has been the success of this discovpjicui
ning agent to take the place satisfactorily ery, that nearly every family io whole
at
of the costly hemlock bark has long been neighborhoods have been taking it at the
I pi T(fr Send 10 cent* postage, and we will
a desideratum,notwithstandingthe vari- same time. Golden Seal Bitters combines
r\
1 r I P,e box of goods tnat will pnt yon in
ous substltuleawhich have been brought Hie best remedies of the vegetableking- XI VUi 1 the way of making more money at G.
Sl
dom, and in such proportions as to derive
forward. Recentlyconsiderable has been their greatest medicinal effect with the once than any thing else in America. Both
sexes of all ages, can live at home and work tn
asld of the discovery made some lime least disturbance in the whole system. In spare time and all tbe time. Capital not required. We have jnst received a fall Mae and* complete
We will atari yon. Immense pay sure for thosa
stock of
atnee by an Aiizoua tanner of a plant fact this preparation is so well balanced in who start at once. Stinson ft Co., Portland, Me.
DRY GOODS,
its action upon the alimentary canal, the
which carries a large proportion of tannin,
Liver, the Kidneys, the Stomach, tbe
DRESS GOODS,
and which, when used in the manufacture Bowels, and thetcircnlaiionof the Blood
Sale.
FLANNELS,
Default having been made in the condition, of a
of leather, found to give extra weight to that It brings about n healthy action of the
ceriaiti mortgagedate*] May fonrth, (4ih), A.
REPELLENTS,
to the article produced. This plant is of entire human organism that can hardly be 1870. aud executed by Robert Akerly, and Sary C.
UNDERWEAR.
credited by those who have not seen the his wife, to George W. Joscelyn.and recorded
annual growth, indigenous to the deserts
remarkablere.-ulls that have followed its Angnst second (2nd), A. D. 1870. in the ohee of
HOSIERY.
the KegWsr of Deeds for Ottawa county, Michiand dry uplands, and is known as gona- use. Sold by H. W
50-4t gan, in liber U, of mortgages,on page 404, upon
JERSEYS,
which mortgagethere la claimed to be dne at tbe
jtra. It has a root somewhat longer and
YARNS,
date of this notice,five hnndred and sixty dollars
Money Refunded.
more scraggy than the cultivated beet,
(*560.00)’and no salt or proceedingsat law or In
though resemblingit in appearance,a^d

Wilt

Cisterns and Drive Wells

—

rir

sane.

of a

We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
....Fisk
round, viz:
..Kellogg ..
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
A Allegen L
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
p. m.
imitations.The genuine manufactured
Eim Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Train
Connections.
only by John C. West & Co., 802 W.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dun
Madison 9t., Chicago,III.
dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Brittuu, with Wab- Black Ash Heading Boils 88 inches long
Rt-h, St. Louis ft Pacific, AlTecumseh, with Lake
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Shore ft Mich. Southern. At Jerome, with L. S.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
ft M. 8 At Hanover, with L. 8. ft M. B. At
fpreiat lloticfss.
For making contractsor further inHomer with L. 8. ft M . S. (Lansing Division)and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar- formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
shal, with M. O. R.R. At Rattle Creek, with Chi
ED. YEP 8CHURE, Supt.
cago ft Grand Trank and M. O. R. R. At MonA Simple Cure for Dyspepsia.
or to G. Van Putten So Sons* store.
tleth with G. R. ft t. At Allegan, with Chicago ft
Probably never in the history of Propri West Mich, and L. 8. AM. 8.
Trains 11 dally ex:ept Sunday.
etary Medicines has any article met sucB. McHUGH.
GeneralPassenger Agent.
cess equal to that which has been show-

,

patting in

Hot lid Gold Water!

They

Weak

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

.

I

Inactivity of the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun-

$3.00 a year in adance.

So LANDAAL,
Dec. 18. 1885.

BEST
Holland, Mich.,

child-lovingand child-helping soul.
Papers on the great English schools, Rugby
and others. Illustrationsby Joseph Pennell.
A Seacoaat serial atory, by J. T. Trowbridge,
t Daily, All other train! dally except Sundly.
will be life-like,vigorous, and naefnl.
All tralneran by Central Standardtime.
Jenny's
boarding Honse, a serial by James
Tickets to all points in the United States and
Otis, dealing with newsboy life and enterprise.
Canada.
Frank R. Stockton will contribute several of hlr
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
humorous and fancifnlstories.
F. G. CHURCHILL. Station Agent.
Drill, By John Preston True. A capital school
and put in
»ry for boys.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
The Boyhood of Shokespere.by Rose Kingsley,
with lllnatratlons
by Alfred Parsons.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
Short stones by scores of prominentwrltere. incinding Hasan Coolidge,H. H. Boyeaen, Nora
Perry. T. A. Janvier, WaahlngtonGladden,RosalOOIM WIST.
OntralTlaa QOINQ 1A8T.
ter Johnson, JoaquinMiller and Sophie May.
Pass. Mix’d Paas.
Pas*. Paas.
Entertaining sketches by Alice W. Rawlins, C.

We

dice, Constipation,

month. Edited by Mary Mapes
Dodge. Price 25c per number.

Hamilton .......... 9 42 5 05 12 in
9 5C 5 18 12 30 ..
10 1C 5 8C 1 OC . ..

a. ra.
10 10
11 02
11 24
11 29
11 89
11 55
12 08
12 30
very effectual
soldiers,
were
12 48
1500 Reward
*
12 55
unable to wear tbeir boota in consequence
1 06
will pay the above reward for any
1 17
of having had frozen feet. They were, in
case of liver complaint, dyspepsia,sick 1 38
4hli way, soon rendered capable of returnheadache, indigestion,constipation or 2 03
2 17
ing to duty.— IMfwA Medical Journal.
cosliveness we cannot cure with West's 2 86
VegetableLiver Pills, when the directions 2 56
These are Solid Facts.
are strictly complied with.
are 8 04
3 10
The best blood purifier aod system reg- purely vegetable, and never fail to give 3 45
satisfaction. Large boxes containing 30
8 53
ulator ever placed io the reach of suffer3 59
sugar coaled pills, 25c. . For sale by all
ing humanity, tiuly is Electric Bitters. druggists.Beware of counterieits and 4 10

among

every descriptionalways In stock.

A competentclerk pats np prescriptions with
care and accuracy both day and night.

St. Nicholas alms both to satlsfV and to develop
HOLLAND.
thetastesofits constituency; ana its record for
the
past twelve yean, during which it has always
p.m. a.m. p.tm.
7 00 850 950 stood, as It atanda to-day, at the head of periodi- in connection with the Holland City Water Worka,
783 9 27 10 40 cals for boys and glile, Is a sufficientwarrant for
we are ready to make
743 9 33 10 45 its excellence daring the coming season. The ed8 40 10 20 11 85 itors announce the following as among the

W

A Card.

of

illustratedmonthly periodicalfor boys
and girls, appearing on the 2Sth of each

40
30
35
05

I’ll ted you just what
1 45 11 40
Muskegon ......
2 30 12 25
raises bis hat, no matter whether the ladies kind of ware it was, and you won’t have
Grand
Haven...
.... 2 35 12 30
any trouble. 1 noticed particularly
are visible or not. If they are visiblethey
3 25 1 20
when I bought it. It had its Japanese
p.m.
return the bow with an over-polite bend
name, ‘O-n-l-y.’wr Hen on the bottom.”
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
of the whole My. -Home Journal
“Very sorry, ma'am, " was the answer,
a.m.
10 25 ..... .....
“imt we iiav.* no more of those in Holland...., .......
8 45
10 40
^ predicament. 2 o'clock in the morn- stock”; an. I she does not know that
3 55
10 50
* ing,— sleet on sidewalk,—baby got the
“Only" me mt that the plate was the Allegan ........... 4 30 ..... 11 25
...
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
i.
croup, and no Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in last of
a.m p.m p.m
Ihe house.
9 10 4 30 11 25

ances when he passes; bows, smiles and

hand, for very reasonable prices.

An

a m. p.m. a. m. p.m p. m.

“I bought a plate of you
This did not cause any-

”

Propriiton.

we can sell any article or In fact anything
which every well kept drug store always keeps on

ST. NICHOLAS.

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

all the friends of

LANDAAL

Store.

LANDMl,

m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

9 00 12 85 10 40 4 20
11 25 5 10
9 58
Holland ..............
10 10 1 20 11 35 5 25

servants are just as polite to each other.

B.

street,

at

J

I

A free specimen copy (back number) will be
p. m p.m. a.m. a.m. p. ra.
sent on request. Mention this paper.
3 30 8 40 +4 45 10 23 5 40
Al1 dealers and postmasterstake subscriptions
4 56 10 35 5 58 and supply numbers according to our special offer,
3 40
4 30 925 5 45 11 20 7 15 or remittance may be mnde directlyto
THE CENTURY CO. NEW YORK.
RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
a.

80-ly

McClellan. J. K. Johnston,Lew Wallace, Admiral
Porter and others,we will aend the 12 back numbers. November. 1S84, to October,1885, with a

World’s Best. West’s Liver Pills, a
it— no nodding or a sweeping touch of the
sure cure for liver complaint, dyspepsia, Holland .........
tat, but an entire removal of the hat to sick headache,and indigestion.80 pills
Grand Rapids ........
^supplementthat intense bow. Everybody 25c. All druggists
bows, then they take

N.Dl MERELL,

1885.

Regular subscriptionprice, $4 a year. To en-

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

youth.

95,

Drug

PRICES. A SPECIAL OFFER,

m. p.m. p+m. a.m.

a.

R.

Holland, Mich., Aug.

EAST EBB

920

9 55
12 30
1 50
2 55
3 17
1 40

give Satisfaction.

H

27

8

Work Warranted to

By Frank R. Slockton. Mrs. Helen Jackson,Mrs. R. B. BEST, M. D.,
Mary Hal lock Foote. Joel Chandler Harrla,
H.
Bovesen.T.A. Janvier, Julian Hawthorne, Richard M. Johnston, and others; and poems by leading poets . The Denartments-Opeu Letters,Brica-brac, etc. will be fully sustained.

500

...

a.

kinda neatly executed.

SHORT STORIES

a.m.

tt.m. p.m. p+m.
........10 25 1 20 11 50
irand Junction ..... 11 37 220 1 10
11 53 2 37 1 31
Bangor ...............
Benton Harbor ...... 1 27 823 2 85
New Buffalo ......... 2 8.3 4 25 8 55
5 43 7 10 7 00
p.tn. p.m. a.m.

Holland..

All

G

1885.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
TOWNS.

of all

dances, Including negro serpent-worship, ole,

SPECIAL FEATURES
Chicago and

Chicago ..... ....... i* 0.1 a 30
New Bnffa'o ........ 11 85 5 85
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42 6 35
2 02 7 22
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills cleanse the sys- Bangor ...............
Grand Junction ...... 220 7 35
8 30 8 40
tem, stimulate the appetite and digestive
p m. p.m.
organs, vitalize the blood, and thus renew

forehead almost touches the knees in the the golden age
act, and there is no half

pit |oad$.

Work

4, 1885.

So

SONS,

AYER’S

Cherry Pectoral
la not a new claimant for popular confidence, but * medicine which is to-day
saving the lives of the third generation
who have come into being since it waa
first offered to the public.
There is not a household In which this
Invaluable remedy lias once been In-

troduced where its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not a person
who has ever given It * proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made
W AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL has,
in numberlessInstances,cured obstinate
casea of chronic Bronchitis,Laryngitis,
and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved many patientsIn the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It ia a
medicine that only requires to. be taken In
small doses, is pleasant to the taste, and ia

needed in every house where there are

ment of

Croup and Whooping Cough.

all plain facts, which can be
bv anybodv, und should be remembered by ever body.

These are

verified

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Dr. J. C,

PREPARED BY
Ayer & Co.. Lowell, llaa*.

i

1

THE OLD-FASHIONEDDIVORCE.
la tha old-f&shionoa days and primitive ways,
When loving young couple w« ro married ;
They started out poor from the girl's home door,
And scant was the lugpage they carried ;
A bed and some chairs, Hp.it-botiomedat that,
A bake pan to sit on tho coals,
A long-hannlod frying-pan, teakettle, too,

And

they thought themselves happy, dear

souls 1

A big chest

full of

blankets, coverlet*, too,

Ah 1 the girls of those days they could spin ;
They mode towels,sheets, tabio-oloths out of
flax.

And had health such os industry wins.
A pillow-case full of stockings they knit,
A big wheel, a flax wheel and looms.
Q the father was able, a rough cherry table,
A churn and some home-made splint brooms.
Attachedto tho cart by a new flax rope,
The cow she had raistkl from a calf ;
Some sheep followed on. of horses not ono;
Such a wife was a man’s better-half.
A Bible, a hymn book, an almanac, too ;
Some wdbien were weather wise then—
True helpmeets indeed in man’s hour of need.
Though seldom they handled a pen.
A short gown and petticoat every day wear,
Linsov-woolsey, dyed dark brown or blue,
Checked aprons so neat, tho outfitcomplete
When wo add tho low country-made shoo.
One thing was essential to housewifelyart—
'To such an art did all maid’s aspire—
Near tho cupboard was stored a johnny cake
board
To bako cakes on before tho great flro.
The years rolled away, and children at play
Emivened the hearthstone of homo,
And unless it was election or town-meeting day
Men had little occasion to roam ;
Snt sometimes,perhaps, in a world of mishaps,
Dissensions arose, and disgrace,

Then the hocrth-flroburned low, a sure token of
woe,
And homo was a desolate place.

Then

tho woman wont back on a desolate track.
With her part of the goods safely stored,
And the comment was then, among gossiping

men:
•She’s gone bock with her johnny-cakeboard.’
Divorces unknown, one refnge alono,
Some rest to her sore heart restored.
When things wont too bad for a wife grieved and
sad,
She went homo with the johnny-cakoboard.

LINCOLN'S LAST NIGHT.
Vivid Description

of

the Scenes

That Followed the Assassination.

Jacob Thoman, who once gave promise
pf becoming the leading tragedian of
the age, is there, as is also G. G. Spear,
who saw Booth leap upon the stage,
flourish his dagger,, and heard him cry,
“Sic Semper Tyr annua* as he disap-

peared behiid

the acenery. Herr

man, over 70, the
Blondin of America, who astonished
tho older generation by his wonderful
Kline, a graceful old
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perhaps two hours, and then again
started for Peterson’s house, accompanied by Mr. Andrews. When we
arrived there we found the guard withdrawn and no difficultyin getting in.
We proceeded directly to the room in
which Mr. Lincoln was lying, a small
extension room at the end of the hall,
from which yon descended to it by two
steps The room was plainly furnished
and there were some prints hanging
upon the wall. Tho President way
lying transverselyacross the cottage
bedste ad, as he was too tall to bo
placed in any other position. His head
was supported upon two pillows on the
side nearest the windows and his feet
rested against the opposite end of the
footboard.Dr. Stone was sitting upon
the bed. Secretary Welles occupied a
rocking-chair,which he did not vacate,
I believe, during the entire night
Surgeon General Barnes was sitting
in an ordinary chair by the bedside,
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Hfs Sixth MedaL
He had been thrown out as a vidette,
and for honra he had peered into the
darkness around him to watch for the
slightest sign of danger —listened liko
one who realized that the wild Arab of
the desert steals upon his prey with all
the silent cunning of the American Indian. As the stars of night began to
pale before the advance of dawn he felt
like one reprieved.While he watched,
the enemy had, for once, seemed to
sleep. Daylight would bring a continuation of the march, and every hour
would witness a skirmish,but even a
battle does not unnerve a man like
standing vidette on a lone and danger-
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stews, and that in many of them roast
beef is nothing bnt roast horse. Of
course you cannot easily find out what
you are eating in the potages and ragouts. But the horse roast beef always

betrays itself as horseflesh when
roasted, shows no fibre, and looks more
like liver than like beef, and often has
those little round holes which every-

body knows who has ever eaten
tight-ropedancing, is one of the guests.
coarselybaked and tough beef liver.—
The others are Sophia La Forrest,
New York Sun.
Mrs. Mary E. Burrough, Rachel CanRailroadsin South America.
ton, Miss Jane Parker (Mrs. Champney), J. Alfred Smith, and J. Ward
The Argentine Republic in common
with all the South American countries,
O’Brien.
Five actors who lived at the home
is fully aroused to the importance of
since its opening, seven years ago, have
railroads, as agencies of development
ous T)0.-t.
died. They were buried on the place.
What! Has he become blind? Day- and progress. Several years ago the
Their bodies were recently exhumed
light now covers the desert, and the Government of tho Repnblio adopted a
and found to bo in a remarkable state
vidette is looking towards the camp of policy of internal improvements, under
of preservation. They were placed in
of tho night. There is no camp. At which it commenced at Government
a lot, purchased by the trustees, in
midnight he left 800 of his comrades. expense, the constructionof a number
Upper Cedar Hill Cemetery, near by.
This morning there is no sign of life. of great railroads. The cost was found
G. G. Spear is the only one of the holding Mr. Lincoln’s left hand. All He looks to the right, but there is no to be too heavy for the current revenue,
company mentionedin the programme the other persons in the room were vidette. He looks to tho left— no liv- and by a system of Treasury notes it
printed above who is now in Philadel- standing. Senator Sumner and Robert ing thing meets his eyes.
was cast upon tho public credit, which,
phia. Harry Hawk lives here, but is Lipcoln were, the greater part of the
He stands and peers and stares and very soon, it threatenedwith impair- playing with Bidwell'sStock Company time, leaning over tho headboard.
blinks. Is he awake! If so, is he blind? mont. This suggested a change of
in New Orleans. Mr. Spear was seen THE DYING PRESIDENT'S APPEARANCE. Has the night played some strange policy, which has been effected, and a
yesterday at the Forrest Home. Ho
“From time to time Mrs. Lincoln was trick on him in this land of strange powerful English syndicate, at 'the
was found a white-haired, thin-faced, brought into tho room, but she never things and strange fancies?
suggestion of the Argentine Governbed-ridden old man, over eighty years remained there long. The President’s
He moves toward the spot where the ment, has assumed, by contract,the
of age. His health is broken com- eyes were closed and ecchymose.Below night halt was made, but he advances burden of the enterprise.
pletely, and his memory has left him, the lids and around the cheek bones slowly and cautiously, and he hesitates
Three main lines of road are to be
and he can now’ recall but little of the the flesh was black. Blood and brains now and then as if to reason with him- forthwith constructed. They all start
fatal night of April 14, 18G5. For over were oozing from the wounds in his self. Ah! He is neither blind or daft. at Buenos Ayres, the capital, and ruu
two years he has been confined to his head upon tho uppermost of tho pil- Here is a cap— there a belt— here a inland— one northwardto Bolivia, one
bed, and his death is believed to be lows which supported it He had been rope— there a sack, to prove that the westward to tho Pacific coast, beyond
close at hand.
stripped of all clothing, and whenever camp had been here. Here are the the Andes, and one southward to Chili.
AFTER THE ASSASSINATION.
one of the physicians turned down the tracks of men and camels, there a broad In addition, the system is to include
several internal connecting linos of
The most vivid descriptionof the in- sheet which covered his person, in or- trail leading away to the south.
cidents of that night after the assas- der to feel tho beating of his heart, his
In the stillness of night a messenger great importance. The whole system
sination is given by Hon. Mannsell B. brawy chest and immensely muscular had come to ihe little band, ordering is to be completed and fully equipped
Field, for many years Judge of the Sec- arms revealed tho hero of many a suc- an instant change of march. Quietly within five years, and is to cost $59,000ond District Court of New York. He cessful wrestling match in his youthful and without alarm the men had been 000.
The completion of these roads, with
was in April, 18G5, AssistantSecretary days at New Salem.
turned out, the beasts made ready, and
“His breathing was for a long , time the videttes called in. All but one! In tho improvementof the harbor of
of the Treasury.
“It was an April afternoon in the loud and stertorous, ending in deep the hurry and the darkness ho had been Buenos Ayres, which is in simultaneous progress, will more than double tho
year 18G5. I was driving alono on the drawn sighs. He was totally uncon- overlooked.
Fourteenth Street Road in the direc- scious from the moment that ho was
Leaning on his carbine and looking commerce of the Argentine Republic.
tion of the soldiers’ home. Presently struck by the assassin’sbullet. Except over the trail left to show tho change The rich metal deposits and the vast
I heard a clatter behind me, and, look- for his breathing and the sobbing of of march, the soldier reasoned it all stock ranges of Bolivia,the splendid
ing out the carriage window, I saw Mr. his wife, son, and devoted servant, not a out. His command had been gone for coal mines of Southern Chili, and the
Lincoln approaching on horseback, sound was. to be heard in that chamber hours. He was alone and on foot. abundant agricultural wealth of the
followed by the usual cavalry escort. for hours. The dropping of a pin Overtake them ! He smiled grimly at whole interior, are all now looked in
He soon came up to me, and, while he might have been audible.
the thought. The sun and sand and for lack of transportation,will contribrode for some time at my side, we con“What a tragic episode in life’s his- thirst of Egypt were ns deadly enemies ute alike to the exports and the wealth
versed together on different subjects. tory was this to all their assembled. as the spears, and bullets of the Arabs. of the country.
I noticed that he was in one of those And not only to us, but to tho nation Ho had neither food nor water, A
Care of Boilers.
moods when ‘meloncholy seemed to be and to the world.
hundred miles of burning sands and
Stoam
boilers
are many times injured
“His
pulse
was
vacillating
all
through
dripping from him/ and his eye had
hot winds lay between him and a blade
seriouslythrough the injudicious use of
that expression of profound weariness the night— at times strong and rapid of grass— a single drop of water,
and sadness which 1 never saw in other and at others feeble and slow. His
The soldier turned to survey the solvents, which, with proper use, would
prove very effective and all that conld
vital
power
was
prodigious
or
he
would
human eye. After a while he put
desert plain. To the east, nothing but
spurs to his horse and harried on, and have died within ten minutes after he sand; to the north, nothing but Bind; be desired. It would seem to be almost unnecessary to say that when a
he and his followerswere soon lost to was shot.
to the south— ah ! He straightened up,
“The
night
wore
on,
long
and
anxious,
view.
shaded his eyes with his hand, and for solvent is used in a boiler which con“The next evening I was sitting alone and finally the gray dawn of a dull a long minute continued his gase, then tains a large amount of scale, and conin the reading room of Willard’s Hotel, and rainy morning began to creep he lot his arm fall. A score of Arabs siderablequantities of it are loosened
and fall down on tho bottom of the
where I resided during the absence of slowly into the room. And still the were riding down upon him.
my family from Washington. Pres- martyr lived— if living it could be
Without undue haste— with the dig- boiler-shell,it is very essential that it
should be removed, If it is not, there
ently I was joined by Mr. Mellen, called.
nity betitting an old veteran— the solspecial agent of the Treasury Depart“The town clock struck 7. Almost dier took from his breast and pinned is a strong probability, that the boiler
ment. I never saw the hotel so appar- immediately afterward the character to his coat a medal. Upon its bright will be burned the first time it is fired
up after lying idle a day or so. This
ently deserted as it was that evening
lug.^of the President’s breathing changed, side were the words: “The Boer War.
The usually crowded corridors wereflt became faint and low. At intervales, He pinned on another which said: has happened many times in our exempty. Ten o’clock came and Mr/ it altogether ceased, until we thought “For Services in Zululand.” There perience,and we find it necessaryin
Mellen left me to retire to his room. I him dead. And then it would be re- was a third — a fourth -a fifth. In his most cases to specially insist upon a
then picked up the evening newspaper, sumed again. I was standing directly twenty years of soldier life the old man thorough cleaning following the appliintending,after I had read it, to fol- opposite his face, with my watch in my had a thousand times been a target for cation of a solvent to a foul boiler.
Generally it is necessary to shut
low his example. Scarcely had I com- hand.
bullets. This was his last campaign.
menced reading, when two men rushed
“At last, at just twenty-two minutes Death was riding down upon him, but down and blow off a boiler and open
headlong into the hotel shouting that past 7, he ceased to breathe.
he would die as a soldier—as a British the hand-holes to do the necessary
the President had been shot at Ford’s
“When it became certain to all that soldier. When the savoge horsemen cleaning.With these plates removed
Theater. I sprang from ray seat to fol- his soul had taken its flight Dr. Gurley were half a mile away they halted. The it is a very easy matter to thoroughly
low them to the office, but before I dropped upon his knees by the bed- old soldier was ready ami waiting. rake out all loose scale. In most cases,
,

Keeping the Death Watch

at

the Bedside of the

Dying Lincoln- Actors in a National Tragedy.

*1 got the best of Secretary Stanton
one day," said Noble MeClintock, proprietor of the Seven Stars Hotel of
Frankford, one of the oldest and best
known road houses in Philadelphia,to
« reporter.

“For nineteen weeks I had charge of
Ford’s theater in Washington, with
my company of the Twenty-foarth
Veteran Reserve Corps. I was ordered
to the theater an hour after the assassination. My instructionswere to admit no person unless he had a pass
signed by Secretary Stanton. One day
the Secretary brought a number of
frienda around to see the building.
They all had the proper passes except
himself. I admitted them, but refused
to let him in. He went away, wrote a
pass, and came back with it. He then
congratulated me for living up to my
orders.
“I have a bill in my possessionthat
I believe President Lincoln had in his
hand the night he was shot,” said Mr.
MeGliutook, “On my arrival at the
theater with my company I immediately went in the building. On going
into the President’s box I picked the
bill np from the floor. It was lying could reach it a third person entered, side and uttered a fervent prayer. There was no thought of making him it is also well to remove the manhole
under the chair in which Mr. Lincoln more calm than the two who had Never was a supplicationwafted to the prisoner— no thought of surrender. plate, send a man inside with suitable
had been seated. I have kept the relic preceded him, and confirmed their Creator under more solemn circum- There was a moment for consultation chisels and scraping tools, and scrape
from that day to the present time.” statement.
and then the banch of horsemen de- off all pieces of scale which have beThe bill in question is yellow looking
THE MEETING WITH MR. LINCOLN.
AFTER THE LAST AGONY. ployed in line and advanced at a gal come partially loosened, and see that
they, also, are raked out. This sort of
with age, has a piece of the left-hand
“I immediatelydashed up stairs and
“When it was finished most of the lop.
upper corner torn off and is otherwise called Mr. Melfen. He was already persons assembled began slowly to
Stmidy, now! Crack! Crack! Crack treatment will not only prevent any
damaged. “I presume there are other partly undressed, but lie got ready as withdraw from the chamber of death. Two norsemen tumbled from their sad- damage to the boiler-shell, bnt will, if
bills of that fatal night’s performance soon as possible, and together we I, however, with a few others, remained. dles— a third reeled about in his seat faithfully followed np, generally result
etill extant," continued MeClintock, marched down E street to the theater. We closed the eyes completely and like a man mortally hit Before an- in perfectly clean boilers in a compara*but this is thts genuine one from the We found assembled in front of it placed silver coins upon them, and with other shot could be fired the murder- tively short time. — The Locomotive.
President’s private box and I would about a hundred persons, many of a pocket handkerchief we tied up the ous lances drank blood and the old
A Boy’s Fortitude.
act take hundreds of dollars for it."
whom knew us. They crowded around jaw, which had already begun to fall. soldier lay dead.
Many of the persons whose names us, and each of them had a different Mr. Stanton threw open the two winA
French
writer tells this remorkOn the hot sands, his face upturned
appear on the bill are dead. The man story to tell about what had occurred. dows of the room. Just then Peterson to his foes, and his medals shining as oble incident of the Franco-Prusiau
who played “Binney” that night is liv- We learned that five minutes before entered and rudly drawing the never before in a morning sun, lay the war : A young officer of th$ French
ing at the Forest Home, a few miles our arrival Mr. Lincoln had been car- upper pillow from under the head of old man, dead. And then, not by the army was suspectedof being a spy.
-above the 8oven Stars hotel, on the ried over to the house of Peterson, a the dead tossed it into the yard. Shortly hands of friends -not by the hands ot One night his house was surrounded by
Holmesburg turnpike. Harry Hawk German tailor,in Tenth street, and di- afterward we retired from the room. comrades— a sixth medal was placed German soldiers. Seeing that capture
is still a favorite comedian, traveling rectly opposite the theater. I do not Mr. Stanton locked the door and sta- upon his brawny breast. It was not^f was inevitable, he handed a bundle of
around the country with combination remember what became of Mr. Mellen, tioned a sentry in front of it I then gold or silver, but something of more secret dispatches to his 10-yoar-old
•companies.Laura Keene has passed but I at once entered the house, the went to the front parlor, where I found priceless value. It was the words of brother, with instructions to bury them
away.
and under no circumstancesto tell
street door of vrtiich was standing open. Dr. Gurley again praying, Mrs. Lin- an Arab chieftain:
AT THE FORREST HOME.
In tho hall I met Miss Harris, the coln was lying upon a sofa mourning,
“Comrades a bravo man lies here!” where they were. Soon after the
young officer was . captured,together
A mile this aide of Holmesburg, on daughter of Senator Harris, of New and her son Robert was standing at her —Detroit Free Preaa.
with his father. As the dispatohes
the Frankfort or Holmesburg turn- York, who had been one of the Presi- bed. When Dr. Gurley had finished
Horseflesh.
conld not be found on the person of
pike, is the line old country scat where dential party at tho theater. As soon his prayer Robert Lincoln assisted his
the prisoner,search was made for them.
It
will
probably
be
newa
to
many
as
she
saw
me
she
exclaimed
:
‘Oh,
the great tragedian Forrest whiled
mother to rise, and together we walked
Away some of his leisure moments and Mr. Field, tho President is dying, but to the front door. Tho President’s Americanswho have lived in Pari* that Tho little boy did not deny concealing
which he left for the maintenance of for heaven’s sake do not tell Mrs. Lin- carriagewas standing before the house they may have unknowinglyoften them, but refused to reveal the place.
-aged actors. In its summer dress it is coln!’ I inquired where Mrs. Lincoln iu the dripping rain, as it had stood eaten horsefleshat some of the minor His father and brother told him to re-one of the loveliest spots in the suburbs was, and was informed that she was in there all throdgh that terrible night. restaurants. In 1883 over 13,000 horses, main firm, even though they should be
ot Philadelphia. The terms of the the first front parlor, She was stand- As Mrs. Lincoln reached the doorstep mules, and donkeys were slaughtered killed before his eyes. Next morning
will allow but twelve members of the ing by a marble-toppedtable in the she cast a hurried glance at the theater lor food there, and sold for about half the prisoners were led out to bo exetheatrical profession there at a time. center of the room, with her bonnet on opposite and three times repeated: the price of beef. This accounts for the cuted. The boy still refused to tell
There are ten guests there now, five of apd gloved, joat as she had come from *0b, that dreadful house 1’ She was modest prices prevai-ing in cheap where the dispatches were. Just then
whom are ladies, all happy and con- the theater. As I came in she ex- then helped into the carriage, which bouillons. It is claimed that the cus- a terrible expression of agony passed
tom tends to the improvements of the over his face. The boy opened hia
tented, and patiently waiting for the claimed: ‘Why didn’t he shoot me? drove away.
drifting of the last scene. The view Why didn’t he shoot me?’ I asked her
“Perhaps the most affecting incident horse. One point may certainly be mouth; a torrent of blood ponred out
from the rear portico of the bouse, with if there was anything that I could do, connected with this drama occurred am granted, that worn-out jade is now of- of it, Investigationshowed that he had
the beautifulfields and fallows stretch- and she begged me to run for Dr. hour later. Mr. Lincoln’sbody, en- ten got in condition for tho meat mar- bitten off hia tongue, so great had been
*ing toward the Delaware, is enchanting. Stone, the President’s family physi- closed in a plain wooden box, around ket and is put to death in a much less his temptation to speak and save hia
There is no rough boards, pulleys, cian. I started to do so, but met in which was wrapped the American jlag, cruel fashion than formerly. In former j father and brother
ropes, and strings, no bedaubed sceuery ihe hall Major Eckert, of the W’ar De- was borne from the house by six priv- years the government made many efA Brain You Conld Almost Hear.
for these people to look at, no re- partment, who told mo that the Doctor ate soldiers ; then placed in an ordinary forts to stop the sale of horseflesh, and
I
once knew a man whose brain was
minders of “behind the scenes;” but had already been sent for, and, not hearse, behind which the soldiers immense quantities of it were seized at
one
of the most active of his time, and
different
towns,
but
it
is
now
viewed
All around them are choice gifts of having yet arrived, he was himself go- marched liko mourners, and so carried
as having become a necessity. In any yet his name ia not known beyond the
bountiful nature. “They live like ing to bring him. I returned to tho it to the Executive Mansion.
princes of the realm," said Mr. Mar parlor, made this explanation to Mrs.
“J walked back to Willard’s alone case, there are eighty duly licensed limits of his own school district. When
<lou Wilson, the Superintendent, who Lincoln, and inquired if there was any- that morning. Just as I turned from horse-butchers in Paris at the present his brain began to act, and as it were
for the lost two years has had charge thing else that she desired me to do. Tenth into E street I met Chief Justice moment The first efforts to put a stop to give down, you could almost hear it
of the place and has made it blossom She requested me to try and find Dr. Chase hurrying in the direction. His to the practice of eating horsefleshcan Ho had a fine scholarlymind and yet
«s the rose. There are 120 acres of Hall, a retired physician of the high- eyes were bloodshot and hia face dis- be traced as far back as 1739. During his liver was torpid. To show how
ground in the estate. The farm, which est reputation. It took me a long time torted as I had never before seen it. the- revolution, however, almost the nature delights to deal with inconwholo ot Paris lived ou horseflesh, gruities, I need only say that although
is said to be one of the most productive to reach him, for he lived at a distance, Ts he dead ?’ he asked. I answered
but
I
finally
succeeded,
and
started
farms contiguous to Philadelphia,is
‘Yes/ and gave him a very brief account while during the last Franco-Prnssian this man was a poet and an artist in his
rented, and yields a handsome revenue. with him to walk back to Peterson’s of Mr. Lincoln’s last moments. He war horsefleahwas considereda deli- mind, he ate pie with a knife and
On each side of the rear porch are the bouse. As we approached it we found passed on, and half an hour later he cacy. The writer remembers having finally died in obscurity. He was not
two statues of comedy and tragedy a military cordon drawn around the proceed to the Kirkwood House, ac- eaten once at the Quartier Latin a practical with all his greatness, and he
which formerly graced the stairway of door, and, although the doctor was per- companied by some of the members oi students’ dinner entirely composed of walked down the long vista of life
the old Chestnut Street Theater, above mitted to pass, the same privilegewas Mr. Lincoln's Cabinet and adminis- horseflesh. Tho studentstried it as an holding up his pantaloons by means of
refused to me.
tered there the oath of office to An- experiment, which, thanks to good a shingle nail! How often ia this the
Sixth street
Probably the best-known professional “I returned to Willard’s Hotel and drew Johnson as President of the seasoning and good appetite, proved a case? Why should men with the
groat auccesa. It is no exaggeration greatest mental endowmentsbe also
.«t the home is Mrs. English,the mother went up to the room of Mr. Rufus An- United States.*to say that in almost all the cheaper most prone to gastrio eccentricities?
of Lucille and Helen Webster. What drews, then recently surveyor of the
The Esquimaux think their snow restaurantshorseflesh enters constantly And yet it ia sa I am that way myself
:• wonderfully rapid and eventful life port of New York, where I met the late
I into the preparationof soups and
-Bill Nye.
tier gifted daughters led on the stage ! City Judge Russell. I remained there place liko homo.

stances.
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A Recipe for Pumpkin Pies.
In the Hospitals.
The Brand on Cain
The Plains of British imorlea.
Baltimore and Philadelphia hospital phy- was not more fearful than are the marke of
In relation to the differenoes between
A subscriber writes to his favorite
skin diseases, and yet Dr. 1'leroe'i “Uoldcn
the soil and vegetationin onr North* journal asking how to make the same siciansare prescribing the new proprietary Medical Discovery" Is a certain cure for all
medicine, lied Star Cough Cure,
i. It contains
western Territories and those of British kind of pumpkin pies that wore made
of them. Blotches,pimples,eruptions,pusneither morphia, opium, nor any other injuAmerica Ernest Ingersoll writes to wnen
when ne
he was a boy,
and eaien
eaten on
on nous ingredients. The price is only 25 cents. tules, scaly Incrustations,lumps, inllumod
uoy, ana
patches, salt-rheum, tetter, bolls, carbunScience: North of the lihe the grass Thanksgiving Day. We regret to
—
cles, ulcers, old sores, are by Its use healed
is dense and long, and the flowering his desire for knowledge, but it is our
The Juvenile Tormentor.
quickly and permanently.
herbage is profuse. West of the South duty to do so. They can’t be made.
“Popper, wot do they have the policeWHIN people arc compelled to use snuff they
Saskatchewan this gives place to a They don’t grow the same kind of pump- men watch the block where they had
are certainly put to
Baltimore Every
greater, more plains-fikescantiness of king*' now. The sun never shines down small-pox for?”
vegetation,to be sure, but nowhere is 0n the old corn-fieldthe same way it
Oh, to keep the disease from If you are bilious,tako Dr. Plcroe's
the bareness and aridity of the south- did thirty odd years ago.
spreading.’’
"Pleasant PurgativePellets,"the original
ern plains equaled. This is due to the | There has come some sort of change
“The policemen'll keep ’em from “Little liver Pills." Of all druggists.
greater moisture in earth and air, and | over the climate that scientistsall breaking out, won’t «fcv, popper?”
Watkhdm Hm stock of a leather-making
to the extraordinaryfertility of the soil, recognize and that bears a polysyllabic
“Yes, yes.”
tpmpany is a new form of hido-drauli<:.—
Manitoba producing an average of 2lj name that he wouldn’t understand any
“Is small-pox dangerous,popper?” rUUburyh Teh graph.
kto 22 bushels of wheat to the acre, or better than we do. If he doesn’t be“Yes, quite dangerois.”
Dr. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters— a medi4 to 5 bushels in excess of the average lieve it, let him walk out, some summer
“It’s catching, ain’t it?”
cine that expels disease without weakening the
of any other similar space on the con- afternoon, between the towering rows
“Yes, very.”
patient, exhilarates the spirits without the aid
tinent. The soil is coal-black, and de- of nodding corn-stalks,and note the
“But when you’re vao^inatedyou of alcoholicpoison— cures every phase and
clares its richness at first sight. Dr. difference. It is hotter than it used to won’t catch anything, will you, pop- consequence of indigestion, restores the shattered nerves, regulatesthe bowels and the
Robert Bell, of the Canadian geological be, and not half so invigorating.Then, per?”
liver, and imparts to the constitutionnow
survey, discussedthe causes of this fer- the soil has changed, -too. It sticks to
“No, I s’pose not.”
strengthand elasticity. Let the sick rejoice!
tility before the Canadian Royal Socie- his boots in a way that was unknown to
“You were vaccinatedwhen you went
Cincinnatipork men believe the pen is
ty May 23, 1883. He pointed out that his bare feet in those days of the very off with Mr. Brown yesterday, wasn’t
mightier tlftu tue sword.—
Paul Herald.
the materials were the best possible, long ago. The punipkins are still there, yer, popper?”
having been derived from the glacial we suppose. Market reports and the
“Why, what makes you ask that
"Put up" at the Qault House.
drift of the north, mingling sand and columns of country newspapers still question ?”
The business man or tourist will find firstgravel with the cretaceousmarls spread chronicle their growth and the enor“Koz raommer said she knew you class accommodationsat tho low price of $2
over all British America. Having this mous sizes they attain, as of yore; but wouldn’t catch anything if you stayed and $2.50 per day at tho Gault House, Chicafavorable constitution, Dr. Bell assigns the flavor! That has gone as irretriev- fishing for a week.” — Springfield go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located In the oenter of tho
to the moles the chief agency in the ably as the mud-pies which used to Homestead.
city, only ono block from tho Union Depot
formation of the thick top-layer of turn their brown sides up to the sun
Elevator; all appointments first-class.
Yoiinif and middle-agedmen suffering
Hovt k Gates, Proprietor*.
vegetable mold which is now the joy of when all of us were young. The pump- from nervous debility and kindred affections,
the farmer. In the Assinaboine valley kins of the present day are squashlike as loss of memory and hypochondria, should
I have been botheredwith catarrh for
the moles have thrown up almost every in taste, thin, watery, and unsatisfac- Inclose 10 cents in stamps lor largo Illus- about twenty years. I could not tell how
foot of the soil into hummocks, each tory. The crust of the pie is hard, trated treatise suggestingsure means of many differentremedies I have tiled, and
cure. Address World’s DispensaryMedical none seemed to roach my ease like Ely’s
containing a large shovelfulof earth, soggy, and indigestible.
Association,Buffalo, N. Y.
Cream Balm. 1 had lost my smell entirely
and burying completely the grass and
The flour and the ovens are changed.
“All’s well that ends swell,” said tho sur- lor tho last flf icon years, and I had almost
vegetation over a space a foot or more And although this is an age of progress,
lost my hearing.My eyes were getting so
square. The vegetable matter thus the art of pie-making has not kept up geon as ho plunged his scalpel into the abscess. dim 1 had to get some one to thread my
—SL Paul Herald.
needle. Now I have my hearing as well as 1
buried decays and becomes incorpora- with its fellows in the march of imThose who tako Dr. Jones’ Red Clover Tonic ever had, and I can see to thread as fine n
ted with the soil, so that the process is provement. Perhaps this is owing to
have dyspepsia,costiveness, bad breath, needlo as ever I did, and my smell Is partly reanalagous to plowing uijder the soil. the introduction of the stove, and the never
stored,and it seems to bo improving all tho
piles,pimples, ague and malaria, poor uppe
This work of the moles not only en- abolition of the old-fashionedbrick tite, low spirits,headache,or kidney troubles. time. I think there is nothing hko Ely's
Cream Balm for Catarrh.— Mrs. E. E. Grimes,
enriches but refines the soil. In mak- oven. There was something about those Price 50 centa.
67 Valley street, Rendrlll, Perry Co., Ohio.
ing their burrows, they select the fine old brick ovens that gave pie-crust a
A thieves’dictionary has just been publish.
material and cast it up to the surface, flakiness and tendernesswhich is notice- e<L It is a work of abstractknowledge.— A?.
Menbman’b Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
leaving behind the coarser. The effect able in modern pies principally by its Paul Herald.
only preparation of beef containing Its entire nutritiousproperties. It contain* bloodof this is similar to that alleged by absence.
For throat and lung troubles, tho most re- making, foroe-generating,
and life-sustaining
Darwin of the earthworms(which do
No, the old-fashioned pumpkin-pie liable remedy is Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
properties;invaluable for Indigestion,dysnot exist in the Northwest Territories), has passed away. It belongs to a bypepsia,nervous prostration, and all forms of
It must be a poor singer who can’t make^his
since, in the course of time, all the gone age. In its place we have machinepeneral debility; also, In all enfeebled condi“board” from the “timbre”of his voice.—
tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervstones are buried. Their labor is sup- made pies, put up by the gross and cal Herald.
ous prostration, over work, or aoute disease,
plementedby that of the gophers, sper- carted around in wagons. The only
The most scientificcompound for the core of particularly if resulting from pulmonary
mophiles, and badgers, the last-named way for our knowledge-thirstingfriend coughs,colds, and all throat and lung troubles complaints.Caswell, Hazard & Co., propriedigging deeply, and heaving up large to taste again those viands of the past is Dr. Bigelow’sPositive Cure. It is pleasant, tors, Now York. 8old by druggists.
(juantities of gravelly subsoil, which is for him to seat himself beside his prompt* and safe. 50 cents and $L
It I* Dnnfferon* to tamrer with Irrithe moles work into and improve, while grate, some cool fall evening, light his
He is only a success at boatingwhoso life is tating liquids and exciting snuffs. Use Ely's
all bury much vegetable rubbish os pipe, close his eyes, and dream of the oar.—
Paul Herald.
Cream Balm, which In safe and pleasantand
nests and food. This beneficent animal old farm-house among the hills and the
Is easily applied with tho finger, it cures the
Physicians indorse Hall's Hair Renewer. Its
worst case of Ca arrh, Cold in the Head and
agency nearly ceases, however, when Thanksgivingdinner of his boyhood,
use is always attended with good results.
Hay Fever, giving relief from the first applthe elevated, hard, and stony “third when his grandmotherpresided over
cat on. All druggistshave it. Price 50 cents.
steppe,” called the Grand Coteau du the table, and the pumpkin-pie came
A dry spell— S-a-h-a-r-a. Spellbound— The By mail 60 cents. Ely Bros., Owego, N. Y.
Missouri, is reached, and when the on in a tin dish, square at the corners, Dictionary. —Pack.
mountains are approached, where the and deep enough to hold ten dozen of
The Great German Physician.
Tho remarkable phase in tho practice of Dr.
soil is clayey.
the pie-plates of the present day. This
Contain. No Opium In Any Form.
About one hundred species of trees may not satisfy his hunge • and sustain Peter W. Schmidt (frequently called Dr. Pete)
and shrubs are recorded as growing on life, but it is the only way that the man is, ho never asked one to describe their disease
but tells each one their trouble without asking
the Northwesternplains, while the list of the present can ever hope to taste a question. His success is phenomenalHis
of herbaceous plants is a very long one. the pumpkin-pieof the boy of the past practice enormous.He is sought after by hund.Ireds wherever ho goes, because he cures when
good many noxious weeds have generation.— PmcA\
every other physician and remedy have failed
been introducedwith civilization,and
He lias allowed his great medicines, Golden Seal
Land and Sea.
some flourish most aggressively. The
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Vinegar Hitters, spurand tonic, pnrlflestho
lood, strengthensthe liver
end kidneys, and will resiom
hcalth,however lost
ttive

Vinegar Bitters is the
best remedy discovered for
jiromoUng d^gcBtlon^BriBg
vital powers.
i Vinegar BltteraaeibnHates the food, regulates the stomach and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Vinegar Blttera is the great disease preventer, and stands at the headof all family remedies. No house should ever be without it
Vinegar Bitters cures Malarial,Biliousaad>
other fevers, diseases of the Heart, Liver and
Kidneys, and a hundred other painful disordsre.
Send for either of our valuable referencebooks for ladles, for farmers, for merchants,oar
MedicalTreatise on Diseases, or our Catechism
on Intemperanceand Tobacco,which last should
be in tho hands of every child and youth In thficountry.
Any two of the above hooks mailed free o*

receipt of four cents for registrationfees.
R.H. McDonald Drag Co., 682 WashingtonBL.N.T.

ASK

Klftti«y«avs
(it. Aik jour dragflii ter Athlophoroa. It job caaasS
art It of him do not try aomothlng
aomothlni elat,
alas, ball,
bat or«r at aase
from ui. Wa will and U txpraas paid os raeript af pctaL

Not Even a Fire-Cracker.

Two

negroes, one of whom had formerly worked for on Episcopal family,
met in the street.
“Helloa, whar yer holdin’fofe?”
“Libin’ down in de country now,”
replied the Episcopal negro.
“How’s times down dar?”
“Da ain’t rushin’. How’s da np heah ?”
“Oh, da ain’t run erway wid nobody
yit. Whut yer doin’ up heah, nobow?”
“Knockin’ roun’ er leetle, seein’ ef
dar’s any discussion gwine on.”
“Wall, dar ain’t none at de present.
De Gubner an’ de Seckertary o’ State
is onten town an’ I ain’t been stirrin’
erbout much o’ lately. How’s church
matters down in de country?”
“Peart. How’s da np heah ?”
“Sorter slow.”
“Mighty tine wid ns. I’se er big man
in de church now.”
“Oh, go on.”
“Yes, I is, fur er fack. I’se er canon
in de church,” said the - Episcopal
negro.
“Er whut?”
“Er canon."
“Yer doan tell me?v
“Yes, I does.”
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cases of lung diseases. It cures eon-
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GALBRAITH BHOM., JanoavUtr. WU.

patients, now living, and

can amply testify.He always said
a remedy ought to he prescribed
every physician as a sovereignrem-

bu ying

nnoquaied,
there la
.....
^ such opportunity offared elsewhereto
o procure ftrut-claeu animalsof
choicest breedl
ding at very lowest prices.
prleea. Every anti
mal duly recorded and guaranteed.Terms to ault aD
cuatjiuers. Catalogues on application.
m,*

College,of tho city of New York, ami

medicine,

FORCOUCH8, CROUP AND
CONSUMPTION USE

CHEAPEST

The BEST and

that so good

in all

COUGH AND CROUP

REMEDY.

sumption, and has no equal for all pectoral
complaints.

As au Expectorant It has no Equal.

Free to Ministers,Lawyers, Doctors,
and Teachers.
I will send two bottles of Warner's
White Wine of Tar Syrup— beat remedy
in the world for Coughs, Colds, Throat and
Lung Diseases— it you will recommend it to
yonr friends, and get your dealer to order a
dozen bottles from his wholesale druggist.
Send name of your druggist.Map of Holy
Laud free with medicine. Address Dr.C. D.
W ABNER, Chicago, 111. All druggists.

IjiinKiiag;?falls to express

ALLEN’S
IN

Sold by shoe and

hardware dealers.

If afflicted with Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson's EyeWater. Druggist*sell It. 25c.

iron.

change by using
soap, then use naphtha or alcohol instead of the soap and water. It will
remove grass, stains as well as wheelgrease stains. »’

If the color is likely to

If a cough disturbs your s'oop, take PJso’i
Cut e for Consumptionan 1 rest well.

The Sweet Gum from a tree of the samt namfi
growing In tbe South, Combined with a tea mad*
from tlioMullelnplantofthooldflolda. Portal*

Those desirlntr a remedy for CONSUMPTION or
any LUNG DISEASE should secure the Urge $1X0
bottlec
Directionsaccompany each bottle.

«“sold bt All Mepicine Dkalers.'GI
H. HARRIS & CO. (Liuitei), Prop’rs,

J,

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
BUY SALZER'StUtwMf.wi*.) SEEDS.
Treated and cured without the knifu.
Book on treatment sent fres. Addrea*
F.L.PONH.Ml). Aurora. Knnei’o..II'

_

k A. p. La CRT. Patent
Attorneys,Washington. D.C.
Instructions and opinion*
yeara’ e xpe dence.
R. 8.

_ _
PATENTS
FKKfc.jM“17
FRK

aa
as to

patentability

lif

WV
W

ictlr® Man or Woman Inert
try
county to «ll our geoda Salary $11.
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Canvassing outfityRFIt! Partii-ular.
rv. pna'on w-..
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HtanrtardSilverware
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If eo, pla -e in their hands a copy of May ruder’*
Reply to Inucrsoll.Ministers,superintendent*,
teachers,and studentMshould aval) tlicm-elve*
at once of this masterly and conclusivearauinsiit.
PCrr cloth. 11. C.H.J0NE8
----- >r 77 CUrk 8t.. Chicago.
feafii
Ill

H

TAR
TRADE

SWEET GUM AND MULLEII.

OF

CROUP REHEDY.

INFIDELITY?
AVE YOU A FRIEND Wi<"-TO

What a brutal pastime! Old King
William aits in a chair and has game
driven within a few yards of him, and
he kills twenty-one head with a breechloader. A noble achievement for a man
who has been fortunate enough to escape the bullets of his enemies and the
bombs of the assassin for eighty-eight
years.— Dr. Doo/e’x Health Monthly.

---

.TAMKW
A. PERKY,
IMPORTin AND BHKEDKB OP
FRENCH DRAFT HORSES
t
French

I offer for sale the vrrv best specimen* of
Draft Horae* that can be found in Franco. AH partis*
tvlahlng good, reliable stork am Invitedto call and ee*
my stock, which now number about 100 bead. TermeHiid pricesto »uit purchasers. AU stock sold under aLMisrantee of being breeders. 1 have al*o some very
line Ifrrr/or 1 Hull Calnm. all from Import* I atock.
A. PEltllY, Rlvervlew Stock Farm. Wllmington. Ill . flf miles south of Chicago, on C. k A. R. K.

JAMES

BUY NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS.

MARK.

liable tented North
by)-;' Don't bur worth
BY MAIL. Catalog (roe.

feeds.
t

Splendid Farm 8rXi«nncreare*%lr* ilffl
onr* am deliveredyou FftEEMRa

for leas money

JOHN

A. SALZIll, La Crosse,

1

WIs.jUH-

DIGKIfe^^ iolLFIffl
ttmu and then liavo them return again, I mean aradL
cal cure. I have made the dlaeaie of FITS.
or PALLING
long •tody. ’ warrant
remedy to cure the worst caaea. Dm cans* others btv*
failedle no roaeon for not now receiving a cure.
once for a treaties and a Free Bottle of my lafaUIMa
a

Free from
from Opiates,Emetics
Free

Mrs. Mijatovitch, wife of the Servian Minister to Great Britain, is an
American lady. She is said to be the

and

Poison.

At D»ro<Jim a»d

Diai

25fe
_

opposite1

THE CHARLES A. TQCKLEB CO., lALTllORX, 1*.

sides of

B. H.

Vt««.

Ill

DOUGLASS A SONS’

Capsicum Cough Drops
for Coughs, Colds and Sore Throats,an
Alleviator of Consumption, and of great
benefit in most coses of Dyspepsia.
(BE WAR! OF IMITATIONS.)
They ore tbe result of over forty years’ experleno*
in compoundingCOUGH REMEDIES.
Detail price 15 cent* per qaarter pored.

You are allowed a free,trial of tkirSu day* of tho
use of Dr. Dyo'aOeloBrati'dVoltaic B -It with Klectriored ________„
Complete reiterationto Health and Vigor
guaranteed. No rUk ia incurred, illustrated ____
parePhlet, iu tented envelops, mailed free, by idd rearing.
VOLTAIC BELT CO.. Marshall, Mlcb'

.....

Plso’s lUmedy fbr Catarrh Is tbe
Bret. Easiest to Uae, and Cheapest.

FOB SALE BT ALL DEALERS.

CATARR
6ICA1.

_

,

remedy. Give Expro,* and Poet 0«ce. **«»•*• J°*

the

Is

my

MnOa*

KV

represent j

SURE.
PROMPT.

BMLtrSx

HICINSMaW#

Theso Discs

SAFE.

author of the Minister’s state papers.

f.

BALSAM!

SIZE MOTTLES,

Price, 25 cts., 50 cts. and $1 per bottle.
NT BOTTLES
__ are put up for the accomThn 25<!ENT
simply a COUGH or
modation of
if all who desire
dei

I.yon’w Potent Metallic Heel Stiffeners
keep* new boots and shoes from runniugover.

LIE

THREE

tho good re-

sults I have experienced with Athlophoros.
My head was drawn o .or my left shoulder
with rheumatism, but half a bottle made me
as good as new. A. B. Baker, 365 West Harrison street, Chicago, III.

A Gentle Stimulus
imparted to the kidneysand bladder by Hostetler'sStomach Bitters,which is most useful in
overcoming torpidity of those organs. Besides
infusing more activity into them, this excellent
tonic endows them with additional vigor, and
enablesthem the better to undergo the wear
and tear of the dischargingfunction imposed
upon them by nature. Moreover, as they are
the channel for the escape of certainimpurities
“Er canon?”
from tho blood, increases their usefulnessby
“Yas.”
strengthening and healthfully stimulating
“Now, look here, Sam, I knows yer,
them. In certain morbid conditionsof these
an’ I bet yer ain’ no mo* den er pistol
Importantorgans they fall into a sluggish state,
in dat church. Er haw, haw, I bet which is the nsual precursor of disease. What,
then,
can be of greater service than a medicine
yer ain’t er fire-cracker."—Arkansaw
which impels them to greater activity when
_
slothful? No maladiesare more perilous than
those which affectthe kidneys, and a medicine
At a stand tiU-th* P®wmt lra*inw&- which averts the peril should be highly e*>
Hcw York Hem.

Traveler.

CLYDESDILE AND ENGLISH
SHIRE HORSES.

restored to health by tho use of this invaluable

well and dry

_

and press

iVtfi.'opHokoi 00..lit Wall It. New York.

Hall's Balsam very extensivelyin his prac-

Rivervalley.

m

Mr. R. Voatar,MO Mala attaat, Tam HaaU, Irtiaaa,asS
ftrad from Nmalfia and band ao rrllaf tIU b# asrt

formerly of Cincinnati, Ohio, used Dn. Wsl
tice,

ML
Mb

sv*

Dr. Robert Newton, lato Presidentof the Eclectic

Dmt

rima.v,

Bitters and Lung Food for Consumption, to ho
offeredto tho Buffering, and wo assert without
fear of successfulcontradictionthat there is
no disease they will not euro. Thousands 9l
bottles have been sold Thousands of brokendown and discouragedinvalids saved Send to
Golden Heal Bitters Company, Holland City,
Mich., for Facts for tho Million! Free.
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STRICTLY PURE.

A Remedy

A

Life Experience. Be markable and
quick cures. Trial Package Bend
•tamp for ssalod particulars.Address
Dr.

WARD A CO*

Louisiana, Mo.

:

tW" The genuine has above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Tako no other,
art. Mb Sr mows chuucal co- baltiioek. an

,

worst pests are Canada thistles, wild
Tho confcioauts,according to Mr.
mustard, oats, and buckwheat. The John Murray, of the great Challenger
Thlaspi arvensis,or mithridatic must- expedition,have an average height of
ard, commonly known as “penny cress,” about 900 feet above sea-level, and ocis a great nuisarfeein the Red River cupy five-sixteenths of the earth’s survalley, where it sprouts and flowers in face. The seas’ “abyssmal regions”
spring, surrounded by snowbanks, and occupy about half of the earth’s surexposed to severe frosts. Sunflowers face, and have an average depth of
rise abundantly wherever the soil has three miles. In the Pacific the greatbeen disturbed,and ought to be utiliz- est depths are to the south and east of
ed. Insect and fungiod pests to crops i Japan, where there are abysses of over
“*•«
are remarkably scarce, though tho j five miles; and in the Atlantic the
Rocky Mountain locust has at times in- j greatest deprecsion of a little over four
vaded the Red
miles is to the north of tho Virgin
Tho grasses are many, and those call- •! Islands. The great ocean basins— once
ed “buffalo-grass”attract the first at- so dark and mysterious— have been
tention. True buffalo-grass,however, rapidly becoming familiar to man
is not found north of the boundary. during the last twenty years.
The buffalo-grasses of that region are
An Easy Death.
Butchelona oligostacbia,representing
tho gramina grasses of the Southwest“What’s de news out on Onion
ern United States; and Stipea sparta, Creek ?” asked an Austin negro of Si
more often called “spear-grass,”or by Jackson, who was sitting on a wagon.
several names indicating what Dr.
“Nuffin ceptin dat ole niggah Sandy
Holmes calls its “diabolish” character- am dead.”
istics. The young spring leaves of the
“Am he de niggah what libbed on de
Stipea sparta are the most succulent Chapman place, and he only had one
and nutritive of all the prairie grasses, eye?”
which, as a rule, are harsh and sedge“Dat’s de man.”
like; they are short, and form them“Did he die easy?”
selves into tussocks (most notably in
“Easiest in de world. You see, he
dry uplands), which, though useless in didn’t hab but one eye ter close when
making hay, provide a very valuable i he died. Hah! heah! heah!” — Texas
pasturage. It spreads over the entire Siftings.
Northwest, and is most plentiful on the
buffalo plains, where it stood as the
Wheel Crease Stains.
staff of life to the vast herds of wild
Rub a little clean lard on the spots,
cattle once ranging those limitless and let it remain over night In the
opens.
morning wash with cold water and

BEST TONIC.

This medicine,combining Iron with port
vegetable tonics, quickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Weakness, Impure Blood, Mnlnrla,Chills
and Fevers, and Neuralgia.
It is an dnfsiliiigremedy for Diseases of the
Kidney and Liver.
It is inrahiftble for Diseasespeculiar %o
Women, and all who lead sedeutary lives.
Itdocsnotlnlurethetceth.causohendnohe.ar
produde constliwitlon—of/ierIron medicinesda.
" enriches and purifies the blosfiy
Stimulates the appetite,aids the sssimiUUso
of food, relievesHeartburn and Belching,and
strengthens the muscles and nerves.
For Intermittent Fevers, Lassitude^
Lack of Energy, etc., it has no equal.
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The popular wagon manufacturer

anyone anxioin to become a bene-

Is

factor of mankind

?

The nnderelgnedhad purchased the store and
stockof KoodsofM.Jonkmau, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix PlaningMill, and will here-

anyone anxious to

Is

name so that ages to come
shall resound with the “well done good
/nflf&Ubful wrYflDj?” Let him seek the
embalm

good

his

a spectator,look on,

daily praying

scope of our vision. Will

we be

we do not use

guiltless, if

Who

evil?

to present the

POWDER

our

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strengthand wbolesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the mnltltnde of low test, short
weight alum orj>hosphatcpowders. Sold^onljrin
New'

put out the enemy

"

York.

brands from the burning, to extricate our

We

own

our

Said a grave

-

instructor: “1 would apply the lash to the

back of the victim.” Nothing was said of

one who

the

him

who

39-48w

Ups. We could

dwelleth the

Is this trafficmore

precious than the souls of

m

scarce refrain

“How

him?

love of God in

M. 8.

men?
Van O’linda.

cuts, bruises, sprains or strains,

Salvation Oil. It

By All

WERKMAN.

1885.

A favorite prescription o< one of the
and successful
most noted and
BMful special
sped ......
Ista in tbe U.
“ 8.
(now retired) for the cure of \crvu* DebUity.
fjoti ninth— d, Weakne** and Deeay. Bent
In plain sealedenvelope /Vce. Druggists can milt.
AddressDR. WARD & CO., Louisiaaa, Mo.
i

The Best Newspaper

PLUG
TOBACCO!

and by

Every box has a ticket In

it

cheat

entitlingthe holder

known

to the trade, and

annneqnaled list

Rales, by Mail, Postpaid:
DAILY, per Year (withoutSunday) $6 00
DAILY, per Month (without Sunday) 50

BURNS

...
...

SUNDAY, per Year
FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR
WEEKLY, per Year

has eight large pages each week, and is Hilled
with the most entertainingmatter prepared especiallyfor weekly readers.The news of the entire week Is presented, togetherwith market reports. stories, sketches and numerous items. Send
for free sample. Address

CHICAGO WEEKLY HERALD,

00
00
I 00
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|1X0 for

Sick headache and all liver diseases
yield immediatelyto West’s Liver Pills.
Sugar coated. All druggists.

James M. VanderVen,

TlieAcmBPenetmiTeCo.,

IF. JE£.

WILIMIS

Manufacturerof

Husband (in alarm)— What did I say?
Wife— You kept repeating “That’s one
horse on me,” “That’s two horses on me,”
over and over again.
night-

Wilis’

CsleMsd Woedsi Drive
AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Wells

THE CHICAGO HERALD,

Van

der Veen's Block.

The public ol Holland and vicinity are hertby
notified
ed that I have purchasedthe stock and business of If. Postma. I shall continuethe manufacture of Cigars and should be happy of a patronage warranted by the quality of the cigars I make.

Porcelaln-lincd,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the diflerentkinds of pumps.pipeand iron.

JAMES
Holland, Mich., Jan.

14,

M.

all

diseases of

HORSES AND CATTLE!

Holland, April 22.

Silrsrm Plateka ail Fain? Coodt,

The largest assortment of
O OST 3D R I 3ST G*

X> I A. 3Vt

,

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairirg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner

has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

BOOTS & SHOES

AF

_

giigp

/UtoutaiuhlNoioniTk'*'tion. Only book of its kinrt. Tho“apY>’rovcal3 pecial nllentiou will be paid to
mruiyi
many iccrdtofthe war noyer bofnro poMlfllird. A
graphilo account of tho conspiracy to s^owinnfo
Llncol
Incoln. Portions exporionoc* of our J’kdxiul
Spies In tho Robd Capitol; thnir heroic bravery
fully rocoantodin these vivid sketches.Thn
•‘Spy” i* the most thiillin* war book
ever published. Endorsed by huiidreUs of
Press and Agonta* testimonial*!.A largo toadsome book, 688 pages; fiOilhutratlonR.

Sold by all DnwgMs: Price $1;
Six bottles for to.

Turrs
FILLS
as yeIIs

TORPID LIVER.

Loom of n ppetite. Bowels costive, Pain la
tho head, with a dnll aensntion in the
brick part, Pain under tbe shoulderblade, Fullnctisafter eating, with ndlsIncllnntlonto exertion of body or mind,
Irritability of temper. Low spirits, with
a froliug of having neglected some duty,
\( eariness, Dizziness, Fluttering at tho
He rt. Dots before tho eyes, Hcadncho
over tho right eye. Restlessness, with
tiii'ul dreams, Ilichlycolored Urine, and

CONSTIPATION.
c.ia .igo of feeling ns to aston Ish the sn ffercr.
T! sy Increase tho Appetite, and cause tbo
P- uv to
Flesh, .hn:!
Is
;>.> urfsHed.tindby their T' nto
on

CALL AND SEE

l

our

NO.

*

u.

46,

tho
Action

v

v-

\'v

r

'iTT8
Mil
\!V Hair or WhisKIUB char._eu

to a
Black by, a single applicationof
tiVK. H imparts a untural color, aot*
iiVMTlutuneoiwly. Sold by Druggists,or
. in- express on receipt o* 41.

US.

Hou^jrD, Mich.. Sept. 4'. 1886.
f

K

,

•„

EIGHTH STREET.

*

!;;;

(•

done

Tbla book Is tnd tcUiwtall others.
OTflT<«e*l«4r«ftt««o«doPI|li>'aiton»I'>rnr«;nci-\‘i
have been flMved. Wo
Wo Jaa
havvo many sgen.a who

have

SYMPTOMS OF A

-

i

AGENTS!

.

try^^

D7> J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowe!*, TAaM*

Take on

Having just secured tho services of a
competent and capable shoemaker, es-

^AGENTS WANTED!

rheumatism,

Worth_il8
worm
weight in gold. West’s
World’s Wonder, the cheapest
it and best
liniment in tbe world;
more cases
.

PREPARED BY

*

Repairing promptly and neatly

for sprains,

every time.

ns
.....

Ayers Sarsaparilla,

T^JTT’K PILLS arc especially Adapted
to uch eases, ono dose effectssuch a

CUSTOM WORK.

Alderman 5th Ward, Scran-

and

WOVER HAND SEWED

mom*
. lEBELUON.”

25c

ton, Pa., stated Nov. 9, ’83: He had used

bruises

are the celebrated

SHOiGS.

cold. 25 cents.

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

among which

wm

Stone’s

using Dr. X. Stone’s Bronchial Wafers for

umimair

Tho Greatest Medical Triumph of the Age!

Is*

Prohibitionists are all In favor of

the blood and building
up the system require
time In serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from the use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparillamore speedily than
from anything else.
air for
io which llko effectsare
MbUlUrlCi falsely claimed, is abundant in the market, under many names,
but the onlv preparationthat has stood
the test of time, ami proved wortuy of
the world’s confidence, is

HEROLD,

E.

using Dr. X. Stone’s

X.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

iqiibw|

the Goods are warranted

All

may terminate in consump-

them.

DLUUU

and a

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

12-1y

Prof. Dickson, of Chicago, says that he

'Qtits,

keep on hand a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES

PETER
WILMS.
1885.

West’a Cough Syrup. A sure cure for
coughs, colds, sore throat, and all dig-'
eases of the throat, and lungs. 25c., 50c.
and $1 00 per bottle. Ail druggists.

Blair,

S

ever displayed in this city.

or

Bronchial Wafers. He

,,

rUnlrYiniU

sonable Prices.

for

will never be without Dr.

,

corrupted through dl*ease is made pure, and blood
weakened through 'diminution of the
red corpuscles Is made strong, by

-

BronchialWafers in time. 25c.

M. L.

remedy.

Orders by mall or telegraph will receive prompt
attention.A first-class stock of medicinesalways
on hand. Horses examined as to soundness.HosCome and examine our stock. No
pital lor lame and diseasedhorses. If not protrouble to show Goods.
fessionallyengaged can be seen at all hours,
O. BREYMAN.
Oltlce opposite Dr. Van Patten’sdrag store,
Holland,
41-3 mos.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.

Mich.

KSS

Ol fifin that is

I also

Will professionallyattend to

is it

include not only the removal of corruption from the blood, but its enrichment and the strengthening of the
vital organs.
nr i iadi C witnesses, a'l over the
nCiLIADLb world, testify that this
work is better accomplished by Ayf.r’s
Sarsaparilla than by any other

DIAMONDS,

II.

lung troubles.25.

or

THOROUGHLY

1886.

Graduate of Cntario Veterinary College, Toronto, Canada.

remedy

structive taint to posterity.

Jewelry, Watches,

VAN DRR VEN,

the most complicatedand

by. the use of this

possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the de-

-dealer In-

Family Linrheumatism,
neuralgia, cuts, burns, bruises, wounds,
and trust bites. 25 and 50c. All druggists.

bad cough

pharmacy.

its

severest cases we could find, we feel jus
lified in offering to forfeit One Thousand
Dollars for any case of cough, cold, sore
throat, influenza, hoarseness,bronchitis,
consumption in its early stages, whooping cough, and all diseases of throat and
lungs, except asthma, for which we only
claim relief, that we can’t cure wl*h
West’s Cough Syrup, when taken according to directions. Sample bottles 25 and
50c. Large bottles $1.00. Genuine wrapped
only in blue. Sold by all druggists, or
Dealer in the leading class of agriculturalimplesent by express on receipt of price. John
menis, suen
ments,
such as Kugines,
Engines, Threshers. Saw Mills,
.Mills,
C. West & Co., 862 W. Madison St., ChiWind Mills, Self-binding Reapers, Mowers, Bugcago, HI.
gies. Wagons. Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows, ail
that Farmers need except money, and that yon
make by buying of me as I will sell very reaGeo. Grant’s fame was great, as is the can
sonable. hair dealing and'goongoods.
COME AND, SEE ME.
fame of Dr. X. Stone’s BronchialWaters

tested

nothing else so good for Lie purification of the blood is within the range of

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

GIVE ME A CALL,

ALBERT CURTIS,

utmost confidencein

by

•ea(^u^ P.b^iduns *bc United
States, who know the composition
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, say that

Q|^y

III.

Otto Breyman

superiorly over all others, and after thous-

it

THE

1

$1,000 Forfeit!

slight cold

Herald.

120 and 122 Fifth Ave., Chicago,

mare.— Afew York Times.

tion. Prevent

dally paper take

Lock Box E«

night.

Weat’s World’s Wonder,

I©

The newspaper which has the largestmorning circulation in Chicago. For sale by all newsmen.
By mall, 50 cents per month. Addr
ress

Cigar Manufacturer,

N ew Carlisle, 0.

ImenLaneverfalling cure

a

The Chicago

tfcc.

Acente Wanted*

An Easy Explanation.

for tbroat and

Q

enough

faction guaranteed
ormoney cheerfully refunded. Bend for hlua-

sleep last

the root of the
genuine Honduras Sarsaparilla) is its
base, and ita powers arc enhanced by
the extracts of Yellow Dock and Stillingia, the Iodides of rotassiura and
Iron, and other potent Ingredients.
your blood vitiatedby derangements
of the digestiveand nssimilatory functions? Is it taintedby Scrofula? or
does it contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?

GREEN OR DRV.
Pend

trated circular,

of tests of

you want

imediciue^hat|

parts of the world, has proved its efficacy as tbe best blood alterative known
to medical science.

Chicago, 111.
If

is

SARSAPARILLA

ONE DOLUR PER YEAR,

iddress THE RUN, New York City.

Satlr,

Having the

Sarsaparilla

It

Books, the Best Family Sewing Machine

Ten fit rative to burn 12
1dr2eorl8smal! stumps.

Walsh’s Drug Store

Husband— Evidently a case of

for all.

Beautiful and SubstantialPremiums in
Standard Gold and otherWatehes,Valuable

ROOTS AND ALL.

er. Free Trial Bottles of this Standard

Wife— You muttered in your

WERUD

No Subscriber ignored or neglected.

sulphnr.saltpeteror explosives.but is a compound. which, if put in
the stump and t>el tiro
to, will burn it,

now the standard remedy In the Coleman household and on board the schoon-

Of Confidence.

Has a large circulationbecauseit Is the best Family Newspapaper published in Chicago for

Something

STUMPS.

is

interesting and advanta-

paper.

No crude petroleum,

and a single dose had the same

earn

the Sun’s Pre-

of objects of real utility and instruction.

POSITIVELY

happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery

where to

ev3ry

geous offers ever made by any News-

ACME PENETRATIVE.

breast. His children were similarly af-

Most Readable.

in distributing

The most

,

but allayed the extreme soreness in his

at H.

FLIEMAN,

WORTHY

in America,

miums.

-

and was Induced to try
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption. It not only gave him instantrelief,

far the

Agents wanted

money

PREMIUM GOODS.

unable to sleep,

.-a

which I will sell at astonishingly
lew prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

Means Purchase Nimrod

nothing equals to a share in the distribution of Fine Gold
annihilatespain. Price Watches and Chains, Quadruple Silver-Plated

-

The

wishinganythingin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work In

Call and examine and give me a trial.

Ware, Tea Pots, Coffee Pots, Knives, Forks and
Spoons. Nimrod is the best chew and the
25 cents a bottle. ^ .
greatest seller. Always in good order and gives
good satisfaction. It is packed In styles which
A Captain's Fortunate Discovery.
preserve the Pliant. Ripe, Cheesy condition. It
Is the choice of the chewer and never sticks on
Capt Coleman, schr. Weymouth, ply- the dealer'shands. For sale by all Jobbers and
ing between Atlantic City and N. Y., had Retailers.
S. W. VENEABLE & CO.
been troubled with a cough so that he was
Petersburg, Va.

A

OTHERS

J.

bites of poisonous insects,

ands

and

COST.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23, 1881.

burns, scalds, frost-bites,chilblains,and

Remedy

FARMERS

1883.

sell at

JPre
RELUBLE SELF-CURE.

Give me a Call.
23,

HUNTLEY.

FREE!

There Is a telephone In the store, and all orders
given through It will be promptly attended to.

Holland, Mich.. July

on hand which I propose to

legalized the traffic, or of

from saying of such,

fected

the corner of Tenth street,

27,

also have a lot of

Sleighs of Every Description.

and Shop on Riuer street,

Holland, May

R. E.

I

'

put the poisonous cup to his

neighbor’s

For

made and

JAS.

charge.

Greatest inducements ever of.
fared.Now’s your time to setup
orders for our celebratedTern*
and Coflees jmd aecure a beautiful Gold BandorMoesRow China
Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated
Id Baud Meet Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Mosa
jorated Toilet Set. For fnll particularaddrsa

are t(y> apt to lean to

understandings.

Goods will be delivered to near
any part of the city free of

.PUPS*6

T,

fellow beings from the snares, sit by satan
to entrap souls!

”

GOOD

and close up the breaches, to snatch the

u

Office

Absolutely Pure.

and restore the straying lamb!

furnished.

are superior,while iu

they beat everything.The dash is a new device
which cannot be broken.

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old enstomers of the store and obtain many
new ones.

one to go out upon
the dark mountains and bring back the
for a benefactor to

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com-

Strength and Durability

Hand Ruling, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

ure and that he has the laws of our land

Oh

of

done on abort notice.

Stairs,

does not

on his side. Oh for

NorthwesternSleigh Company
for

pro-

all

Planing and Re-sawing

and Glassware,

realizethat the wolf ia within the inclos-

lost sheep

OTJTTIEIR/S
made by thd

Flour and Feed,

“Thy

ecenea that are daily enacted within the

power

has In slock a nnmber of the

kinds of buildings, finished and completed.

while thousandsare

we

Kingdom Come,” and at the same time
standing with folded arms while the enemy is every moment draging away his
victims? It is not necessary to say “Lord
what wilt thou have me to do?” Who
does not realize that he should say “Here
am I send me?” Hearts must be made of
adamant, that cannot be moved with the

nounced

conduct the business. lie has a large stock of

FLIEMAN

J.

all

Crockery,

race. Let him not calmly, as

of his

perishing. Are

'r/-

after

Estimates given for

'

-sv

Office,

44 Murray

at.,

rtow York.

'k

